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Town 3.81
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.
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ti, Jr., John J. Cummings, Lori A.
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Id, Sandra L. Heino, Beverly M. Herman,
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Vicki A. L'Heureux, Verna G. Martin,
olkentine, Laura Z. Morgan, Janice
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Janet L. Smith, Diane L. Spring, James
ford, Joseph Stewart, Judith M.
harles H. Toll, Jr., Carol E. Townes,
Mabel P. Vaughn, Carl E. Wenzel ,
C. Weston, James C. Wheat, Deborah L.




THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 10:00 A.M. TO 7:00 P.M.
To the inhabitants of the Town of Weare in the county of
Hillsborough in said State qualified to vote in Town Affairs.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Weare Town Hall in
said Town on Tuesday the 10th day of March, next at 10 of the
clock in the forenoon to act upon the following subject
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the
following year. (By Official Ballot)
2. Are you in favor of the adoption of the Zoning
Ordinance as recommended by the Planning Board?
(By Official Ballot)
3. Shall the government of the Police Department of the
Town of Weare be entrusted to a three-member Police
Commission? (By Official Ballot)
4. If so, shall such Police Commissioners be chosen by:
(a) Popular election at Town Election; or
(b) Appointment of the Governor with consent of the
Executive Council? (By Official Ballot)
NOTE: IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE VOTE OF TOWN MEETING OF MARCH
6, 1973, ARTICLES 5 THROUGH 45 WILL BE TAKEN UP AT AN
ADJOURNED SESSION OF THIS MEETING ON MARCH 14, 1986 AT
10:00 A.M. IN THE WEARE SCHOOL GYMNASIUM.
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5. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen and
the Town Treasurer to borrow on behalf of the Town in
anticipation of taxes, or to take any other action in
relation thereto.
6. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
apply for, receive and expend federal and State grants
which may become available during the course of the
year, and also to accept and expend money from any
other governmental unit or private source to be used
for purposes for which the Town may legally
appropriate money provided: (1) that such grants and
other monies do not require the expenditure of other
Town funds; and (2) that a public hearing shall be
held by the Selectmen prior to the receipt and
expenditure of such grants and monies, all as provided
by RSA 31:95b.
7. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
transfer tax liens and convey property acquired by
Town by Tax Collector's deed by public auction,
advertised sealed bid or in such other manner as
determined by the Selectmen as justice may require
provided under RSA 80:42, Sale of Tax Liens/Tax Deeded




8. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to sell any used or surplus equipment, or to
take any other action in relation thereto.
9. To see if the Town will vote to accept all gifts,
legacies, bequests, and trust funds including but not
limited to perpetual care funds, received during the
year or to take any other action in relation thereto.
10. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Tax
Collector to accept prepayments of property taxes, or
to take any other action in relation thereto.
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11. To see if the Town will vote to ratify its September
9, 1986, vote to "adopt the provisions of RSA 72:1
which authorizes any town or city to elect not to
access, levy and collect a resident tax"?
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $397,270.64 to defray general government








Advertising and Regional Associations
Fees and Permits
Sel ectmen ' s Of f i ce
















13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $98,492.50 for Debt Service, including
$45,000.00 for Interest on Tax Anticipation Notes,
$42,000.00 for Principal of Long-Term Bonds and
Notes, and $11,492.50 for Interest of Long-Term Bonds
and Notes, or to take any other action in relation
thereto .
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14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $41,867.00 for Culture and Recreation,
including $25,860.00 for the Library; $13,388.00 for
Parks and Recreation; $1,800.00 for Patriotic
Purposes, and $819.00 for the Conservation
Commission, or to take any other action in relation
thereto .
15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $390,587.29 for the operation of the
Hignway Department, including $170,767.62 for winter
and summer maintenance, $76,248.00 for reconstruc-
tion, resurfacing and sealing of roads, $10,000.00
for repair to bridges, and $133,571.67 for the
general expenses of the department, or to take any
action in relation thereto.
16. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of $91,589.23 which represents the anticipated
Highway 31ock Grant Aid under New Hampshire RSA 235
for the maintenance, construction and reconstruction
of Class IV and V highways, or to take any other
action in relation thereto.
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,430,000.00 to replace the two bridges
on Reservoir Drive leading to Lake Horace. Of the
$1,430,000.00, $1,001,000.00 would be from 3ridge Aid
- Federal, $286,000.00 would be from Bridge Aid -
State, $71,500.00 would be for off-site improvements
from private developer(s) with the remaining
$71,500.00 raised by taxation. The $71,500.00 from
taxation would be placed in a Capital Reserve Fund
for this purpose until expenditure of the funds is
r e q u i red .
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $53,033.00 for the purchase of a front-end
loader for the Highway Department and to appropriate
$22,737.71 from the December 31, 1986 General Fund
surplus towards this purchase. The balance of
$30,295.29 would be raised by taxation.
-9-
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $10,000.00 as the Town's share for the
reconstruction of River Road (Clough Road Section),
or to take any other action in relation thereto. The
State of New Hampshire, upon passage of this article,
will grant the State Matching Funds of $20,000.00 to
assist in the reconstruction project.
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $6,000.00 for repairs to the Highway
Department Garage, or to take any other action in
relation thereto.
21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $45,350.00 for the Weare Police
Department, or to take any other action in relation
thereto .
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $13,000.00 for the hiring of a full-time
Police Chief for the Weare Police Department, or to
take any other action in relation thereto.
23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $63,063.00 for the operation of the Weare
Fire Department, including $45,563.00 for general
expenses, $4,000.00 for repair and maintenance of the
Town Fire Stations, and $13,500.00 for new and
replacement equipment, or to take any other action in
relation thereto.
24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $39,500.00 for the operation and
maintenance of the Landfill , or to take any other
action in relation thereto.
25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $50,000 for the Capital Reserve Fund to be
used towards the closure of the Weare Landfill, or to
take any other action in relation thereto.
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26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $86,000.00 to establish a Capital Reserve
Fund to be used for the establishment of a Solid
Waste Transfer Station for the Town of Weare and to
appropriate $46,000.00 from the December 31, 1986
General Fund Surplus for this purpose. The balance
of $40,000.00 would be raised by taxation.
27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $42,873.00 for capital improvements and/or
purchases for the ensuing year:
Boiler and Zone Heat/
Town Office Building $15,000
Photocopier/Town Office 3,500
Postage Meter/Town Office 2,300
Repairs to Town Office Bldg. 4,100
Library Add ' n/ Archi tect ' s Fees 15,000
Repair/Replace Water Line
Fire Station to Town Hall 2,973
28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $2,500.00 for the restoration of Town
Cemeteries and to authorize the withdrawal of this
sum for this purpose from the Federal Revenue Sharing
Fund .
29. To rescind authorization granted for the purpose of
computer system expansion from Federal Revenue
Sharing Funds in the amount of $1,467.87 in Article
#28 of the 1986 Town Meeting.
30. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $9,615:00 for the purchase of a computer
hardware and software package for tax collection and
to authorize the withdrawal of $9,615.00 for this
purpose from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund.
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31. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $3,500.00 to establish Capital Reserve









32. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $2,500.00 to construct access roads within
the Felch Farm Town Forest and to authorize the
withdrawal of this sum for this purpose from the Town
Forest Account .
33. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $2,000 for the annual fireworks display,
or to take any other action in relation thereto.
34. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the amount of $2,500.00 for the purpose of mailing a
copy of the proposed zoning ordinance to all Town
boxholders and to authorize the withdrawal of
$2,081.09 for this purpose from the Federal Revenue
Sharing Fund. The balance of $418.91 to be raised by
taxat i on .
35. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Planning Board to review and approve or disapprove
site plans for the development of tracts for
non- resi denti al uses, or for multi-family dwelling
units, which are defined as any structures containing
more than two dwelling units, whether or not such
development includes a subdivision or resubdi vi si on
of the site.
36. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Planning Board to prepare, and from time to time
amend, a recommended program of municipal capital
improvement projects projected over a period of at
least six years, as authorized by RSA 674:5.
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37. To see if the Town will vote to approve the sale of
Town land on the north side of Gould Road (former
Salt Shed location) to Mr. Dennis Hahn of Hoi lis, NH
for $7,200.00 as agreed to by the Board of Selectmen
in a purchase and sales agreement signed on September
27, 1986, or to take any other action in relation
thereto .
38. To see if the Town will receive the report of the
Weare Economic Development Authority, or to take any
other action in relation thereto.
39. To see if the Town will receive the report of the
Computer Study Committee, or take any other action
rel at i on thereto .
\n
40. To see if the Town will vote to accept Scott Avenue
(off Quaker Street) as a Town road, or to take any
other action in relation thereto. (By Petition)
41. To see if the Town will vote to accept East Side
Drive road located along the east side of Daniels
Lake, being a distance of 1,320 feet, as a Class V
road, or to take any other action in relation
thereto. (By Petition)
42. To see what money the Town would raise and appropri-
ate to number the streets and roads in the Town. The
numbering of the streets would aid in the delivery of
mail, dispatch of police, fire equipment, and
ambulance and emergency vehicles. (By Petition)
43. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $2,200.00 to be used towards the cost of
the July 4th parade and festivities. (By Petition)
-13-
















Town Officers Salary 1 9 , 650 19,848.00 , 71 ,650 .00'
2 Town Officers Expenses 73,619 76,41? .OR-, 79,901 00
3 Election and Registration Expenses 6,000 5,681 .75 1 ,300 .00,
4 Cemeteries
1 , 8 7 R 1 1 ,459.51 11 ,1 53 ,00
5 General Government Buildings 7. 7, 225 19,576.99 18,600.00,
6 foraggStSSfiaggLjClarijCaJ Afisist-anrP 17,500 18,210.99, 25,340.00
7 Planning and Zoning 7,570 !0,379 .83,, 19,700 .00
8 Legal Expenses 10,000 9,296 15 I 1 2 ,000 .00
9 Advertising and Regional Association 18,^74 18,046. 33 16,216.00
10 ftyKKyft^frCX1 Arimini strati vp .Sprvirps 68,034 33, 122 .96 90, 3 40 . 00
Fees and Permits 16,500 17,R0R .00 18,000 .00.
'2 Engineering Services 9,170 7, 11 9 . 38 8, 2 70 . 00.
13 Finance Committee _5JL 57 . 40 100.00;
Prop. Zoning Ord . Mailing (Part R.S.) 7,500.00,
PUBLIC SAFETY
15 Police Department 41,150. „ 43,695.8? 45 , 350 . 00
16 Fire Department 54,400. „ 54,6R6.38 61, 63. 0ft
17 Civil Defense l
f
nnn , 115.00 750.00J
18 Building Inspection ??,?75.oa
19 Forest Firp.s 7,000. 7,990.33; 2,500.00
-19. T^mprgpnr.y Answering .^rvirp 11 ,040. 1 1 ,570.86, 1 2,687.0Q
-U Fnll-timP Pnli^g fhipf 1 3,000 .00
22. nnffgtnwn Prnhat-inn n<ap*- 1 ,48R 1 ,488 , 15 1 ,721.0(3
HIGHWAYS. STREETS & BRIOGES
23 Town Maintenance 286,338. , 265,555,64 257,016.00
24 General Highway Department Expenses IQQ.41Q 98 r 305.93 , 133,572.00
25 Street Lighting 1,2QQ. 952.69 1,200. on














31 »**W*3ttftsBg*» T.anrJfill 3 , 00. 74 r lQfi.nfi, 39,500.00
32 ^y^Bgygyyy* Trangf^r qt-af- i nn /Pap . Rgg . Fndl 50,000. ,i 50,000.00,, 86,000.00








38 Hospitals and Ambulances
39 Animal Control 1,600 1, 6 50.0 6 , 1 ,500 . 00





44 General Assistance 8.970.
,
20.227.96jj 15,000.00
45 Old Age Assistance 17,500 1.796.13; , 5,250.00




















49 Library -2.1 , 7 1 1 .. ?1 ,711.00 25 ,860 . 00
50 Parks and Recreation 5,308. 16,065.22 13, 388.00
51 Patriotic Purposes 1,300. 1,311.00 l, 80Q -on
52 Conservation Commission 1,015. 747.35 81 9 . nn
53 Fireworks Display 2, 000. no




57 Principal of Long-Term Bonds & Notes 51,500.
j| 52,053.84 4? r nnn .nn|
58 Interest Expense • Long-Term Bonds & Notes 13.512 12,957.92 11, 493 .001
59 Interest Expense • Tax Anticipation Notes 50,000 81 f 600.00! 45 ,000 . 00 1




63 Boiler/ Zone Heat-Town Office Bldg. 15,000 .001
94 Photocopier - Town Offices 3,500 .001
65 Postage Meter - Town Offices 2,300 .001
66 Repairs - Town Office Building 4 ,100 .QQ|
gRBBaCTKXHHKftRgflftftEar Hwy . Dept . Loader 53,033.001
67 RmMTtofiMMftFIXfflrtxMK- Hwy . np.pt .Gar . Rpra
.
6,000 .001
68 Library Add it ion /Architectural Fees 15,000 .001
69 Computer Sys./Tax mllprtinn (R.S.) 9 , 6 1 5 . Qi
70 Repair /Rep Tare W^P r 1 j n<=>-F . £ta - t-nT . H* 11 2, 973 .0 1
71 R.S. Cemet-pry Rppairs 2,5QQ.QQi
72 Pnlir.e r.rni ser/P^pi l-al Rpsprvp Fnpri 5 00 . 00 1
73 Fire Truck /Capital Reserve Fund 1 , . Qi
74 Highway Trucks /Capital Reserve Fund 1,000 .0 01








77 Municipal Sewef Department
78 Municipal Electric Department
79 FICA, Retirement & Pension Contributions 25,0QQ. 28 r 182.41 2a f nnn.nn i
80 insurance 35, 304 36 ,22 3 .08 4A f -na.nn |




85 TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS 1 , 121,000. |f ,17 8, 99 8. 9^2, 80 5, 85 3. 00
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues, Exclusive of Taxes (Line 133) 2.278,169.03
Amount of Taxes to be Raised (Exclusive of School and County Taxes)
.
BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF
527, 6 83. 97
Weare , N.H.



















86 Resident Taxes 27
f
ono. 3i,gao.oo
87 National Bank Stock Taxes
88 Yield Taxes 20,000 7.2,1 7?, .nn 22,50 . 01
89 Interest and Penalties on Taxes 20, 350 . 26, 8 i o .oo ?. s , n n n . n o:
90 Inventory Penalties 3,050.00!
91 Boat Tax 750. 848.00 800. OOi
92 Land llse> Change* Tax 7.500. 30,325.00 30.000.00!
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES - STATE
93 Shared Revenue- Block Grant 110, QQQ 46 r 249.00i j 120,000.00
94 Highway Block Grant 78 ,946. , 78 ,946.QQij 91,589.23
95 Railroad Tax 2.00 2.00
96 State Aid Water Pollution Project 11,128 11,128.00 11,000.001
97 Reimb. a/c State-Federal Forest Land 502. 64.3.69 650.001
98 Other Reimbursements
_?_?. PlnnH font-mi Rpimhnrspmpnt-. 7.4,933. < 2 4 ,289.6 4 11 2 4 ,000.0
100 Gas Tax Reimbursement 6 07 .12 600.001
101 Bridge Aid - State 286, 00 . OOi
102
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES • FEDERAL






1 08 Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 200.000 212 . 000 . OOlj 230,000.00
109 Dog Licenses 2.500. 3.040.00 3.100.0Q





1 1 4 Income from Departments 31, QQQ 89 ,76 2.8911 10 , 000 .00






1 20 Interest of Deposits 9,nnn. qq, 833-on 7 , .
1 21 Sale of Town Property 100,000 90,979.00 75,000-QQ
122 sawypr Estate* Trust Fund 13.200.00 I3.000.0q
123 r.pmPl-.Pry Trust Funds 3,5Q Q, 8 r 043.00 4 .500.00
1 24 Town Fnrpst Amount 500. 500.00 2,500.00
125 Private neve Inner /Res . Dr. Bridges8
71,500.00
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
1 26 Proceeds of Bonds and Long-Term Notes
1 27 Income from Water and Sewer Departments 1Q,5QQ 11,694. QQ 12,QQQ.QQ
1 28 Withdrawal from Capital Reserve
129 Revenue Sharing Fund 7.5,000 14,000.001] 14,196.09
130 Fund Balance
(Art . # 1 8 & # 25) 68,731.71
131
132
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TOWN OF WEARE
GENERAL FUND BALANCE SHEET
































Fund Bal ance :
Balance - January 1, 1986
+ Revenue Surpl us
- Expenditure Deficit
















STATEMENT OF ESTIMATED 8 ACTUAL REVENUES
YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1986
ESTIMATED ACTUAL
TAX COLLECTOR





























Bl ock Grants 212 ,137 .00
Forest Fire Reimbur.
State/Fed . Forests 5^2 .00
































































Town Fo re st Acct .
Sale of






















































NEW HAMPSHIRE MUNICIPAL BOND BANK













































































































































































































































































































days 360 bond year
SEWER PROJECT
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Schools, land and building
Equipment and contents
JOHN STARK COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT










TOWN FOREST AND CONSERVATION LANDS






Chicoine Waterfowl Refuge Land
(Deed being processed) (24+/-
Clinton Grove 'New Road 1
Wet! and Buffer Land (2 .40
























ALL LAND AND BUILDINGS ACQUIRED THROUGH TAX COLLECTOR'S DEEDS
N/E Corner Lot 48 1st range (8.9 ac . TM#1576)
Goodwin Estate, Lot 5 [.66 ac TM42430)
Huskie Lot 10 (Johnson x (4.26 ac . TM#1506)
Tavern Village (Rowell) (TM#1464)
E/S Rt . 77 So. (TM#1465)
S/E Corner Rt 77 So/Colby Rd (TM#2501)
S/S Perkins Road (15.9 ac . TM#26)
E/S Rt. 114 No. (Hamel) (TM#168)
S/S Reservoir Drive at Lake (TM#1888)
Craney Hill (12.84 ac. TM41823)
Deering/Weare line Lot A (TM#2937)
N/S Mountain Road (60.0 ac . TM43325)
Blake Lot 22 (2.32 ac . TM#865)
W/S Chuck St. (Ingalls) (TM#2334)
Old New Boston Rd . (TM#2908)
Rt. 77/114 (Romanos) (est. 17.29 ac. TM4699)
Rt . 77/114 (Romanos) (est. 42.2 ac . TM42441)
Corner Rt . 77 (TM#309)
Lands under Trustees of Trust Funds (Emma Sawyer































INVENTORY OF TAXABLE PROPERTY
Land (improved and unimproved) $27,412,835.94
Buildings 62,718,780.00
Public Utilities 1,243,360.00
Manufactured Housing 1 ,984,945.00
$93,359,920.94
Blind Exemption $ 13,050.00 (1)
Elderly Exemptions 745 ,900 .00 (57)
$758,950.00
-758,950.00
Net Valuation on which the Tax Rate
is computed: $92,600,570.94
TOTAL TOWN APPROPRIATIONS $1,284,451.00
Less: Revenues and Credits 952,478.00
Net Town Appropriations 331,973.00
Plus: Net School Tax
Assessment 2,512,730.00
County Tax
Assessment 180 ,114 .00
TOTAL: TOWN, SCHOOL, COUNTY- $3,024,817.00
Deduct :
Business Profits
Tax Reimbursement $ 86,942.00
Add: War Service Credits 21,950.00
Overlay 15,444.00
Property Taxes to be raised: $2,975,269.00
Tax Rate - Valuation $92,600,570.94 X Tax Rate = $30.26




1986 Entitlement #17 received
1985 Appropriations Paid
1985 Appropriations to Revenue Sharing
Fund Bal ance
1986 Appropriations Paid
1986 Balance of Appropriations to









Revenue Sharing Funds Unencumbered
Available in 1987 $12,728.22
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REPORT OF TOWN CLERK





1 Town Map sold
Filing Fees :
Dog Licenses:
1985 Licenses - 6
1986 Licenses - 675
1986 Group Licenses - 16
















Traf f i c Fi nes
:
Protest Fees and Miscellaneous:
Miscellaneous Town Clerk Fees:










NOTE: During calendar year 1986, the following amount was re-
mitted directly to the State Treasurer from marriage license fees
col 1 ected :
41 Marriage Licenses issued @ $13.00 $ 533.00
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RECORD OF TOWN MEETING
March 11, 1986
The annual Town Meeting of the Town of Weare was called to order
at 10:01 a.m. by the Moderator, Neal M. Kurk. The pledge of
allegiance to the flag was led by children from the Cornerstone
Learning Center who were in attendance to observe the opening of
Town Meeting.
The Moderator read Articles 1 and 2 of the Town Warrant. A motion
was made and seconded to take up Articles 3 through 40 at an ad-
journed session of Town Meeting to be held Saturday, March 15 at
10:00 a.m. in the Weare School Gymnasium. The vote was affirma-
tive. The Moderator read the School District Warrant for the
election of School District officers.
The ballot boxes were inspected by Harold 0. Hall, Selectman, and
declared to be empty. The ballot boxes were locked by the Modera-
tor who then announced that absentee ballots would be cast at
11:00 a.m. in accordance with the law. The Moderator read the
return of posting of the Town Warrant and declared the polls open
at 10:05 a.m. The Meeting proceeded to ballot for Town and School
District officers and to vote on Article 2 of the Town Warrant.
ARTICLE
ensuing.
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year
TOTAL BALLOTS CAST 49 3
FOR TOWN CLERK - 3 year term
Beverly M. Herman
FOR TOWN TREASURER - 3 year term
Donald E. Thomson
Scatteri ng




Merri 11 J . Shepard
Leon M. Taylor
FOR ROAD AGENT - 3 year term













FOR OVERSEER OF PUBLIC WELFARE - 1 year term
Sheila A. Bourbeau
Scatteri ng
FOR AUDITOR - 3 year term
Marilyn B. Perkins
FOR MODERATOR - 2 year term
Neal M. Kurk
Scatteri ng
FOR SUPERVISOR OF THE CHECK LIST - 6 year term
Terry Knowles (write-in)
Scatteri ng
FOR SUPERVISOR OF THE CHECK LIST - unexpired 2 year term
Peggy Mlcuch
FOR TRUSTEE OF THE LIBRARY - 3 year term
Phil i p C. Sul 1
i
van
FOR TRUSTEE OF THE TRUST FUNDS - 3 year term
Jon F. Hines
Scatteri ng
FOR TRUSTEE OF THE CEMETERIES - 3 year term
Robert J . Ri chards
Scattering
FOR BOARD OF FIRE WARDS
Member of Fire Department - 3 year term
Lawrence A. Damour
Jonathan H. Osborne
FOR BOARD OF FIRE WARDS
Non-Member of Fire Department - 3 year term
Gordon C. Brown (write-in)




















ARTICLE 2. To see if the Town will vote in favor of changing the
term of the Overseer of Public Welfare from one year to three
years beginning with the term of the Overseer of Public Welfare to
be elected at the 1987 Town Election.
Yes - 260 No - 146
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The polls were closed at 7:02 p.m. and ballots were counted. At
9:25 p.m., Raymond Kelly, School District Moderator, read the re-
sults of the School District election. The Town Moderator then
read the results of the Town election and the vote on Article 2.
At 9:30 p .m
a.m. in the
, the Meeting adjourned until Saturday, March 15 at
Weare School Gymnasium.
10
At 10:05 a.m., Saturday, March 15, 1986,
called to order by the Moderator, Neal M.
allegiance to the flag was led by Harold 0.
asked to stand to hear the reading of town
the Town Meeting was
Kurk. The pledge of
Hal 1 . The Meeti ng was
residents who had died
since list Town Meeting. This was followed by a moment of silence.
The Moderator read the results of the Town and School District
elections held Tuesday, March 11, 1986. He announced that those
officers who had been elected may come forward at the close of the
Meeting to be sworn in.
The Moderator asked if there were any objections by the Meeting to
continue due to the fact that the town report was late. There
were no objections. The Moderator stated the rules of order for
the conduct of the Meeting. He introduced the Town Officers,
Legal Counsel for the Town and members of the Finance Committee.
The Moderator asked if there would be any objection to hearing
from Robert Bossie, Town Counsel, on any legal opinion required
during the Meeting. No objection was made.
The Moderator recognized William Herman, Chairman of the Board of
Selectmen for remarks on the state of the Town. Mr. Herman called
the attention of the Meeting to pages 18 and 19 of the town report
that would normally be carrying the General Fund Balance Sheet and
the Statement of Estimated and Actual Revenues for the Town.
These reports, which were prepared by a professional accountant in
1984, had some numbers transposed from positive to negative
columns. This ended up giving us wrong information. To have
carried through with the information .we had at hand when the re-
ports had to be prepared would have been compounding the error.
The statements found on pages 18 and 19 were inserted at the
direction of the State.
Last year the Town authorized the Planning Board to begin develop-
ment of a Master Plan and a Capital Improvements Plan for the
Town. Maps on display are part of tne Master Planning process.
The Planning Board will have the Master Plan completed by July 1
of this year.
Mr. Herman reported that the United States Department of Interior
has accepted our Town Hall, as of December 2, 1985, into the
National Register of Historic Places. It will be preserved as a
historical site. We may be able to obtain some federal funds to
help restore the building.
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The Town of Weare is now recognized by the Federal Government as a
participant in the National Flood Insurance Program. Individuals
who live in flood-prone areas of the Town can qualify for reduced
flood insurance.
Mr. Herman stated if everything on today's Warrant passes, the
increase in the Town's share of the 1986 tax rate will amount to
$2.45.
Mr. Herman was joined by the other two Selectmen, Harold 0. Hall
and Renny Azotea, to present engraved plaques to the following:
Marjorie Eaton, Supervisor of the Check List, 1956-1982
Walter P. J. Brennan, Selectman, 1959-1972
Raymond Rogers, Trustee of the Trust Funds, 1971-1986
Barbara Osborne, Supervisor of the Check List, 1970-1986
Renny Azotea, Selectman, 1983-1986
The Selectmen presented an engraved silver bowl to Janet Snyder,
Selectmen's Secretary, from 1978 to 1986.
The Moderator recognized Donald Rogers, Chairman of the Finance
Committee, who stated that the Finance Committee feels that the
increase in the Town's share of the 1986 tax rate will be $3.43 if
everything on today's Warrant passes. If the Meeting goes along
with the recommendations of the Finance Committee, the increase
will be .34.
Renny Azotea moved that the reading of the Warrant in its' entire-
ty be waived at this time and that each article be read as it is




3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate




Government Buildings and Grounds
Administrative Services - Selectmen's Office









Parks and Recreation Commission
Damages and Legal Expenses




T) Interest - Tax Anticipation Notes
U) Debt Service - Principal
V) Debt Service - Interest






CC) Goffstown Probation Department
DD) Engineering Services
EE) Town Water System
William G. Herman moved to raise and appropriate the sum of
$488,357.22 to defray expenses for town charges under Article 3.
The motion was seconded. Mr. Herman read a breakdown of the
amounts of items A through EE totaling the sum of $488,357.22.
Mr. Herman explained the following items:
DD) Engineering Services includes $6,200.00 for completion
of Landfill Closure Plan which was authorized by Town Meeting last
year; $2,500.00 to continue the monitor well testing around the
landfill which we are required to do; $2,500.00 for engineering
services which is considered a wash item since the expense of the
engineering firm is paid by the applicant for a gravel permit, but
the Town must budget all fund expended and also budget on the
revenue side for anticipated revenues. This $2,500.00 is not an
actual expense to the taxpayers.
Peggy Mlcuch of the Finance Committee moved to amend this article
to read $459,491.22. The motion was seconded.
Mrs. Mlcuch stated the Finance Committee compared the proposed
1986 town budget with the 1985 town budget and found that there
were some changes made in the way in which the budget was
prepared. The insurance costs for all town departments are this
year being relegated to the individual town departments to give a
more representative picture of the operational expense of each de-
partment. The second change is in the cost and operation of the
municipal sewer system. This year it has been set out as a
article and is not included in the Selectmen's
The Finance Committee adjusted the 1985 budget
changes and make it comparable to the 1986 propo-
factored the adjusted 1985 budget by an antici-
pated tax base growth which would allow for operational increases
without increasing the tax rate itself. Finally, those insurance
costs which were directly attributable to the Selectmen's office,
including an outstanding 1985 bill, were added in to give us our
recommended final total of $459,491.22.
Discussion on items B) Town Officers' Expenses, Q) Advertising and
Regional Expenses, C) Elections and Registration and I) Insurance
ensued .
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s peci al warrant
operati ng budget
to reflect these
sal . They then
The vote on the amendment was affirmative. The vote on the arti-
cle as amended was affirmative. The amount of $459,491.22 was
raised and appropriated. No breakdown of this figure was given.
ARTICLE 4. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen and
the Town Treasurer to borrow on behalf of the Town in anticipation
of taxes, or to take any other action in relation thereto.
Harold 0. Hall
was seconded.
moved Article 4 be accepted as read. The motion
Robert Munro asked the Selectmen
tax collection and what bearing
borrow in anticipation of taxes.
if they recommended semi-annual
that might have on the need to
Mr. Herman stated that the Selectmen are currently split on the
issue of semi-annual tax collection although the Auditors and
Finance Committee recommend this method of tax collection. How-
ever, a year's notice would have to be given before the town could
change to semi-annual collection, so there will still be the need
to borrow money this current budget year.
The vote was affirmative.
the Town will authorize the Selectmen to
expend Federal and State Grants which may
the course of the year and also to accept
any other governmental unit or private
purposes for which the Town may legally
appropriate money provided; (1) that such grants and other monies
do not require the expenditure of other Town funds; and (2) that a
public hearing shall be held by the Selectmen prior to the receipt
and expenditure of such grants and moneys, ALL AS PROVIDED BY RSA
31:95b.
ARTICLE 5. To see if
apply for, receive and
become available during
and expend money from
source to be used for
Renny Azotea moved Article 5 be accepted as read,
seconded and the vote affirmative.
The motion was
ARTICLE 6. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Select-
men to transfer tax liens and convey property acquired by the Town
by Tax Collector's deed by public auction, advertised sealed bid
or in such other manner as determined by the Selectmen as justice
may require as provided under RSA 80:42, Sale of Tax Liens/Tax




moved to accept Articled as read. The motion was
Forrest Esenwine questioned whether the amendment enacted last
year was still being taken into consideration even though it is
not stated in the article. Mr. Herman stated that one Meeting
cannot bind another Meeting. That amendment was good only for
36
1985.
Discussion ensued as to the
this time. It was suggested
the land for future use.
wisdom of selling town property at
that perhaps the Town should retain
The properties the Selectmen are planning to sell are already sub-
divided lots, for the most part 2 or less acres, which have been
acquired by deeds, and the sentiment of the Selectmen is that the
Town doesn't belong in the real estate business and shouldn't be
holding the lots any longer. In answer to a question as to how
many lots may be sold in a year, the Selectmen stated 4 lots were
sol d 1 ast year
.
Mr. Esenwine asked for clarification of the answer he received re-
garding the amendment enacted last year under this article. Town
Counsel stated authorization must be given by the Town Meeting
each year and, if the voters want to have that condition again, it
would have to be voted on again.
Forrest Esenwine moved to amend Article 6 by adding the following:
Except for any parcels of land 5 acres or larger, if land only, or
10 acres or larger, if a dwelling is present. Such parcels may
only be conveyed after conducting a published public hearing, and
then specifically authorized by a vote of the Town at its annual
meeting. Said amendment to appear in each year's Warrant.
The motion was seconded and the vote affirmative.
William Boisvert suggested that all lots
public auction rather than by sealed bid
sold this year be sold at
William Herman moved to amend Article 6 by deleting the words "ad-
vertised sealed bid or in such other manner as determined by the
Sel ectmen" .
The motion was seconded. After discussion, the vote on the amend-
ment was taken. The vote was negative and the amendment failed.
Forrest Esenwine moved to amend by deleting the word "annual" and
inserting in its place the words "a town" in his previous amend-
ment. The motion was seconded and the vote affirmative.
The vote on
as amended,
the arti cl e as
is as fol 1 ows :
amended was affirmative. The article,
To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
transfer tax liens and convey property acquired by the Town by Tax
Collector's deed by public auction, advertised sealed bid or in
such other manner as determined by the Selectmen as justice may
require as provided under RSA 80:42, Sale of Tax Liens/Tax Deeded
Properties, except for any parcels of land 5 acres or larger, if
land only, or 10 acres or larger, if a dwelling is present. Such
parcels may only be conveyed after conducting a published public
hearing, and then specifically authorized by a vote of the Town at
a town meeting. Said amendment to appear in each year's Warrant.
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ARTICLE 7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $60,000.00 to establish a Capital Reserve Fund to be
used towards the closure of the Weare Landfill, or to take any
other action in relation thereto.
William Herman moved the adoption of this article as read. The
motion was seconded.
Mr. Herman stated that in 1987 we will be faced with the closure
of the landfill at a cost of approximately $125,000.00. It is the
sense of the Selectmen and the Planning Board, by the Planning
Board's creation of a Capital Improvements Plan, that the Town
probably should not face the expense all in one year. The recom-
mendation is to raise approximately one-half of that amount to be
put in a Capital Reserve Fund to be held by the Trustees of the
Trust Funds and expended only for the closure of the landfill.
The Trustees would be allowed to invest the money.
The Finance Committee agrees with this article.
The vote on the article was affirmative.
ARTICLE 8. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Select-
men to sell any used or surplus Town equipment, or to take any
other action in relation thereto.
Harold 0. Hall
was seconded.
moved the article be accepted as read. The motion
Gordon Brown asked if money received from the sale of used or sur-
plus equipment could be placed in the account of the department
from which the equipment came. Mr. Herman stated the only way
this could be done would be by a separate article in the warrant
for the sale of specific items to be replaced by the purchase of
other specific items. Otherwise, the money must be placed in the
General Fund.
William Sears moved to amend the article by adding the following
sentence: any offer of sale to be published in at least three
public places. The motion was seconded.
Mr. Herman explained that any surplus town equipment is sold at
the State auction, which we do not advertise. He stated that this
amendmend is really not appropriate to the way the Town sells its'
surplus equipment.
Mr. Sears withdrew his amendment.
The vote on Article 8 was affirmative.
ARTICLE 9. To see if the Town will vote to accept all
given to it during the year 1985 including, but not
perpetual care funds for cemetery lot maintenance, or
other action in relation thereto.
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trust funds
1 imi ted to ,
to take any
Renny Azotea moved the article be accepted as read
was seconded .
The motion
The vote on Article 9 was affirmative.
ARTICLE 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $308,303.25 for the operation of the Weare Highway De-
partment including $124,758.68 for winter and summer maintenance,
$73,133.16 for reconstruction, resurfacing and sealing of roads,
$10,000.00 for repair to bridges and $100,411.41 for the general
expenses of the department, or to take any other action in rela-
t i on thereto .
Wilfred Foote moved the article be accepted as read. The motion
was seconded.
The Finance Committee agrees with this figure.
The vote on Article 10 was affirmative.
ARTICLE 11. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of $78,946.03 which represents the anticipated Highway Block Grant
Aid under New Hampshire RSA 235 for the maintenance, construction
and reconstruction of Class IV and V highways, or to take any
other action in relation thereto.
Wilfred Foote moved the article be accepted as read. The motion
was seconded .
The Finance Committee agrees with this article.
Robert Fryer asked if the amount of $78,946.03 is to be applied
against the 73,133.16 and $124,758.68 raised and appropriated
under Article 10, or is this an additional item.
Wilfred Foote replied that the Highway Block Grant is state aid
given to us by the State and is added to the amount we raise by
tax dol 1 ars .
Mr. Fryer asked approximately how many miles of road does the Town
Mr . Foote repl i ed the
will continue working
working on Colby Road,
Barnard Hi 1 1 Road and
plan to maintain or reconstruct this year.
Town has a five-year road program which he
on. In 1986 the Highway Department will be
Rockland Road, Walker Hill, Short Street,
Buxton School Road .
The vote on Article 11 was affirmative,
ARTICLE 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $15,000.00 as the Town's share for the reconstruction
of River Road (Clough Road Section), or to take any other action
in relation thereto. The State of New Hampshire, upon passage of
this article, will grant the State Matching Funds of $30,000.00 to
assist in the reconstruction project.
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Wilfred Foote moved to accept the article with the deletion of the
words "(Clough Road Section)". The motion was seconded.
The Finance Committee agrees with Article 12.
The vote on Article 12 was affirmative.
ARTICLE 13. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of $42,000.00 for the purchase of a backhoe for the Highway
Department, and to authorize the withdrawal of $11,000.00 for this
purpose from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund with the balance to
be raised by taxation.
Wilfred Foote moved to accept Article 13 as read. The motion was
seconded .
Finance Committee recommends that no money be raised under this
art i cl e .
A discussion ensued on the pros and cons of purchasing a backhoe.
Jeffrey Brown moved the question. The motion was seconded and the
vote affirmative.
A division vote on Article 13 was requested. The result of the
division vote:
Yes - 58 No - 66
The motion failed and the article was defeated.
ARTICLE 14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $45,250.00 for the Weare Police Department, or to take
any other action in relation thereto.
Donald E. Thomson moved to raise and appropriate the sum of
$43,150.00 under this article. The motion was seconded.
The Finance Committee agrees with this article as amended.
Paul Hadley asked where the Town now stands with regard to a full
time Police Department. Mr. Thomson replied that he believes this
will be addressed under Article 34 in the warrant. Mr. Herman
stated this article does not raise funds for a full time Police
Department. The recommendation that will be discussed later is to
create a full time department, but at some date other than this
year .
The vote on Article 14 was affirmative.
ARTICLE 15. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of $16,500.00 for the purchase of a new police cruiser and to
authorize the withdrawal of $3,300.00 for this purpose from the
Federal Revenue Sharing Fund with the balance to be raised by
taxes, or to take any other action in relation thereto.
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ments in town as to their anticipated needs in the future and to
make a report to the 1987 Annual Meeting with a recommended course
of action .
The motion was seconded and the vote affirmative.
ARTICLE 17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,800.00 for the purchase of a radar unit for the
Weare Police Department, or to take any other action in relation
thereto. This appropriation shall be subject to the receipt of
Federal and State Funds of $898.00.
Donald E. Thomson moved Article 17 be adopted as read,
was seconded .
The motion
Finance Committee does not recommend approval of this article.
Forrest Esenwine questioned whether the Town already has one radar
unit. He was informed that the Police Department has a unit which
was purchased by the members of the Police Department.
The vote on Article 17 was negative.
Forrest Esenwine stated that we should commend the members of the
Weare Police Department for using their own money so that we have
at least one radar unit to help control the flow. Mr. Esenwine
expressed his personal thanks to the Department.
ARTICLE 18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $54,400.00 for the operation of the Weare Fire Depart-
ment, including $43,000.00 for general
repairs and maintenance of the Town Fire
new and replacement equipment, $1,800.00
Department vehicles and $1,000.00 to join
in the Cascade system to fill Scott Air
take any other action in relation thereto.
expenses, $2,000.00 for
Stations, $6,600.00 for
for new tires for Fire
Goffstown and New Boston
Packs and Tanks, or to
Chester Rhodenizer moved that Article 18 be accepted as read,
motion was seconded.
The
Donald Rogers, of the Finance Committee, moved to amend the figure
to read $51,600.00 to be raised and appropriated under Article 18.
The motion was seconded.
The vote on the amendment was negative and the motion failed.
The vote on the original motion was affirmative.
Gordon Brown, Chairman of the Board of Fire Wards, informed the
Meeting that this past week's propane truck fire in South Weare
could cost the Town between $8,000.00 and $15,000.00. Hopefully,
it will be covered under insurance, but there is no guarantee of
that. Mr. Brown felt the Town should be aware that this expense
may arise sometime in the future.
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William Herman expressed the thanks and appreciation of the Town
for the professional job the Weare fire fighters did in what was
really a very dangerous situation this past week. The Meeting
responded with a round of applause for the Weare Fire Department.
ARTICLE 19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $3,200.00 for the installation of two overhead doors,
automatic openers, and to extend the door openings to full 10-foot
widths at the Center Fire Station, or to take any other action in
rel at i on thereto .
Gordon Brown moved to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,700.00
for the installation of two overhead doors and to extend the door
openings to the full 10-foot widths at the Center Fire Station.
The motion was seconded.
Paul Knox asked what the position is going to be of the Fire Wards
and the Chief of the Fire Department regarding paragraph 10 on
page 108 where there is a recommendation that the Weare Central
Fire Station be relocated. If they are in favor of relocating it
in the fairly near future, Mr. Knox feels we should not expand the
doors. By the same token, if we propose to expand the doors, Mr.
Knox feels we should go on record as being opposed to relocating
the fire station.
Mr. Brown responded that it would be a good many years down the
road before any new fire station is contemplated. He stated the
savings from oil in the present building and also on the mirrors
of the truck would warrant the extension of the doors and the new
doors .
Finance Committee
arti cl e .
recommended that no money be spent under this
William Herman stated that not to pass this article will hamper
the energy saving program the firemen have started. To put this
project off will cost us more money in the long run.
The vote on Article 19 was affirmative.
ARTICLE 20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $130,000.00 for the purchase of a new fire engine for
the Weare Fire Department, or to take any other action in relation
thereto .
Chester Rhodenizer moved to raise and appropriate $115,000.00 for
the purchase of a new fire engine for the Weare Fire Department.
The motion was seconded.
The Finance Committee does not recommend approval of this article.
No concrete specifications for the proposed fire truck were
presented to the Committee. No alternatives to the one truck
vaguely described to the Finance Committee were presented. The
Committee felt that the tax burden of a large expenditure of this
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kind could be and should be mitigated through the use of the Capi-
tal Reserve Fund process. The Committee also urges that a Capital
Fund Reserve be proposed by the Department and presented to the
voters next year at Town Meeting.
William Herman stated that, in regard to a long range program, the
Planning Board has developed a five year Capital Improvements Plan
for the Town. This expenditure was recommended for purchase this
year as part of the long-range program. The latter part of the
five year program does recommend the creation of a Capital Reserve
Fund for purchases of fire trucks, police cruisers, equipment for
the Highway Department in the future. The need for the fire truck
is now. The need was probably five years ago. The Selectmen
issued 126 new building permits last year. The potential for this
year could be as many as 300. We are going to be having a new
school facility in our town next year,
to protect the property of the citizens
of putting it off to next year and then
Fund is that it will take two or three
quired. It then takes another year to
off will
prudent .
We have a very real need
of the Town. The problem
creating a Capital Reserve
years to get the money re-
get the truck. To put it
mean putting it off for four to five years, which is not
Frank Bolton requested information re Planning Board asking the
Fire Department to review subdivision requests, particularly in
regard to fire protection. Mr. Herman replied that the Planning
Board has, among other things, asked the Fire Department to review
subdivision requests, particularly in regard to fire protection.
The recommendation of the Board of Fire Wards has been that
subdivisions - five or larger - be required to install some sort
of fire protection system (cistern, water hole).
Gordon Brown stated that the Board of Fire Wards last year
recommended to the Selectmen that we purchase a new fire truck.
After much discussion, they withdrew the request and said
definitely we should go for it this year. We have three pieces of
equipment that are almost antiques. When you come down to the
fact that you are trying to save life and property with antique
equipment, Mr. Brown felt the people of the Town did not want to
go this route. If we wait another year, the taxes are going to be
higher and the cost of the equipment will be considerably higher.
John Knox recommended we consider a long term plan of consolidat-
ing into one fire station in the center of town. We would be
better off to have less equipment, utilize it more and have better
equi pment .
John Lawton stated the outlying fire stations are necessary since
the firemen can respond to fires immediately and wait for a truck
to arrive on the scene. But with the size of the Town, to wait at
an outlying location for a truck to come from the center of town
can result in a long wait before anything can be done.
The vote on article 20 was affirmative.
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ARTICLE 21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $30,000.00 for the operation and maintenance of the
Weare Landfill, or to take any other action in relation thereto.
Wilfred Foote moved the adoption of Article 21 as read. The mo-
ti on was seconded .
The Finance Committee recommended this article.
The vote was affirmative.
ARTICLE 22. To see if the
the sum of $50,000.00 to
Station site for the Town 1
Solid Waste Program, or
thereto .
Town will vote to raise and appropriate
prepare, license and equip a Transfer
s participation in the Concord Regional
to take any other action in relation
Harold 0. Hall
was seconded.
moved the article be accepted as read. The motion
Mr. Hall stated that what we are asking for under this article is
primarily to set up a transfer station at the present landfill, or
at least get started on it. The work which must be done to get a
State permit for the site and station -- monitoring wells and
hydrgeologic studies, etc. -- comes to $10,000.00. To install
3-phase power to the landfill from Rockland Road to run the
station, which could be used by the Highway Department also, and 1
year cost for 5 year payoff would be $2,880.00. Using town
employees to prepare the site for the cement work would be $3,000.
Cement wall and pads for equipment and off-loading cars would be
$7,000.00. To buy the actual equipment -- a 4 cu. yd. compactor
would be $10,000.00; the hopper for the compactor - $5,000.00.
One roll-off container will handle 45 cu. yds. of material is
$6,000.00 and installation of the equipment would oe $2,000.00.
This does not provide for a shelter for the equipment or operator.
A pole barn could be erected at a later date. Only one container
isin this price. Ideally we could design this to accept a second
container-compactor using the same cement work by expanding it
slightly. No truck is included in this price. A new truck
equipped to do this would cost about $86,000.00. We are attempt-
ing to work out a transportation co-operative with Henniker and
Hillsboro, to either buy a truck or lease-contract together.
The Finance Committee has no recommendation on this article. Mr.
Dearborn pointed out that
estimate at $10,000.00, is
the transfer site will be.
probably will be determined
until the engineering survey, which we
performed, we won't know exactly where
The exact price for the transfer site
when the engineering study is comlete.
The vote on Article 22 was affirmative.
ARTICLE 23. To see if the Town
the sum of $11,500.00 for the
Municipal Sewer Department, or
tion thereto.
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will vote to raise and appropriate
operation and maintenance of the
to take any other action in rela-
William Herman moved the adoption of this article as read. The
motion was seconded.
Mr. Herman explained that the $11,500.00 for the sewer system
consists of approximately $4,000.00 operating budget; $3,000.00 to
repair or replace flow meters; $3,000.00 to do a periodic mainten-
ance of pumps which has not been done in a number of years; and
$1,500.00 to replace corrosion of the wet well.
The Finance Committee agrees with this article.
The vote on Article 23 was affirmative.
ARTICLE 24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $25,457.00 for the operation of the Weare Public
Library, or to take any other action in relation thereto.
Camille Ahem moved the article be accepted as read. The motion
was seconded.
Pam Shepard of the Finance Committee moved to amend this article
to read $21,711.00. The motion was seconded.
Mrs. Shepard stated this amendment represents an increase on last
year's library budget in keeping with the increases recommended
for all other departments. The Finance Committee did consider the
budget line item and noted that there was a substantial increase
in the number of man hours necessary to operate the library which
we felt unnecessary based on the anticipated increase of service.
Mrs. Ahem stated the increase in salaries was due to two factors.
One, hours of service will be increased. Two, a delayed attempt
to bring library salaries in line with town clerical salaries.
The library is also adding a library page part time to be at the
library in the evening when a single library employee is working.
A division vote was taken on the amendment. The result of the
di vi sion vote :
Yes - 69 No - 30
The vote on the article as amended was affirmative.
ARTICLE 25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,450.00 to repair and repaint the windows of the
Weare Public Library, or to take any other action in relation
thereto .
Camille Ahem moved Article 25 be accepted as read. The motion
was seconded.
The Finance Committee agrees with this article.
The vote on Article 25 was affirmative.
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ARTICLE 2 6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $15,000.00 for architectural fees for renovations and
additions to the Weare Public Library, or to take any other action
in relation thereto.
Allan Shipman moved the article be accepted as read,
was seconded .
The motion
Mr. Shipman spoke briefly to the Meeting describing the needs of
the Town with regard to the library.
The Finance Committee does not recommend passing Article 26 for
two reasons: 1) the Committee does not feel the Town is in a
position to contract architect's fees in anticipation of
constructing a $150,000. to $200,000. building in the near future;
2) the Committee feels, based on the survey the library did, that
there is not a need for such construction.
Discussion ensued with Barbara Russell and Ruth Jones speaking in
favor of the library addition. Jon Osborne asked if there was any
possibility of the Stone Memorial Building being used by the
library to give them the additional room they need. Mr. Herman
replied that the Town has currently designated the building to be
used, by vote of Town Meeting, the museum of the Historical
Soci ety
.
After further discussion, Marge Chapman moved the question. The
motion was seconded and the vote affirmative.
The vote on Article 26 was negative.
Camille Ahem moved that the Town appropriate $15,000.00 for
architectural fees for renovations and additions to the Library,
$11,000.00 to come from the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund and the
balance to be raised by approriation.
The Moderator stated that a motion to take funds from Revenue
Sharing is out of order because there is a legal process involving
hearings and posting that is required before the Town can vote to
use money for that purpose.
William Sears moved that the Selectmen be directed to negotiate
with the School District to assure that the Town of Weare
residents have access and, possibly to extend the hours of the new
high school library, to make it available during some evening
hours .
The Moderator stated that this kind of motion needs to be
addressed to the Library Trustees rather than the Selectmen and
for this reason it wouldn't be appropriate for us to direct the
Selectmen to do something which they are not in a position to do.
Paul Knox stated that perhaps we could




ARTICLE 27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,800.00 to make repairs to the Stone Memorial Build-
ing, or to take any other action in relation thereto.
Renny Azotea moved the article be accepted as read. The motion
was seconded.
The Finance Committee agrees with this article.
The vote was affirmative.
ARTICLE 28. To see if the Town will fore to raise and appropriate
the sum of $10,700.00 for:
Computer System Expansion





and to authorize the withdrawal of this sum for this purpose from
the Federal Revenue Sharing Fund.
William Herman moved Article 28 be accepted as read. The motion
was seconded.
Mr. Herman explained that the money would be used for:
1. Computer system expansion - software to do property tax
billings and warrants out of our own office rather than contract-
ing it out and for the purchase of a high speed printer;
2. Chase Park Toilet Facilities - this is a continuation of
last year's installation of a septic system;
3. Welder - the welder is for the Highway Department. This
would also be used as a portable generator at the highway shed.
The Finance Committee agrees with this article.
The vote on Article 28 was affirmative.
ARTICLE 29. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $500.00 to remark the north side boundary of the Felch
Farm Town Forest and to authorize the withdrawal of this sum from
the Town Forest Account.
Robert Reeve moved the article be adopted as read. The motion was
seconded .
The Finance Committee agrees with this article.
The vote on Article 29 was affirmative.
ARTICLE 30. To see if the Town will vote to rescind the vote
taken under Article 27 at the 1970 Town Meeting which prohibited
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the use of logging skidders in the Town Forest, and further, to
see if the voters will approve skidder use in areas designated as
Weare Town Forest during the winter months, with supervision by
the Weare Conservation Commission and consulting local and State
foresters, or to take any other action in relation thereto.
Robert Reeve moved the article be adopted as read. The motion was
seconded .
Mr. Reeve stated that in the 16 years that have transpired since
the passing of the ordinance in 1970, the logging harvesting
industry has changed so dramatically that we are greatly handi-
capped by this particular ordinance and gave specific examples of
thi s .
The vote on Article 30 was affirmative.
ARTICLE 31. To see if the Town will authorize the Weare Conserva-
tion Commission to designate and expend monies accrued in the Town
Forest Account as authorized by RSA 36-A:5 in the following ways:
Use of Pri nci pal : 1. up to 25% of principal added after March 1,
1986 may be expended to maintain and improve Weare Town Forest
Lands; and 2. up to 25% of principal added after March 1, 1986 may
be expended for land protection and preservation projects. Unused
monies will be added to the Town Forest Account principal.
All proposals offered by the Weare Conservation Commission must be
approved by a majority of the members of the Board of Selectmen.
Use of Interest : Annual interest on principal accrued in the Town
Forest Account would be available for the following projects:
a. a Town-wide newsletter
b. trail building and maintenance in Town Forest areas
c. informational public meetings on general conservation
i ssues
Expenditures of principal and interest monies will be reported
each year in the Town Report.
Gordon Russell moved the article be adopted as read. The motion
was seconded.
Mr. Russell explained to the Meeting that the money in the Town
Forest Fund comes from harvesting in the Town Forest. It is a
most unusual asset of the Town and it is planned to increase the
amount of monies that will come to the Town in a very definite
schedule of harvesting. Money must be available to use in the
Town Forest to expand the use of the timber that is there, to
create the maintenance that is necessary, to pay the consultants
that are necessary to keep us on the right track, to build access
roads. The Weare Conservation Commission feels very strongly that
there are surplus funds that should be used to the benefit of
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everyone. The amounts of monies to be used and the suggestions
for use are written into the article.
The Finance Committee agrees with what the Conservation Commission
is doing but feels the Commission should come to Town Meeting each
year with a request for funds rather than using this method.
The vote on Article 31 was affirmative.
ARTICLE 32. To see if the Town will receive the reports of the
Town Auditors and the Weare Finance Committee concerning semi-
annual tax collection for Weare, or to take any other action in
relation thereto.
William Herman moved that the Town receive and accept the reports
of the Town Auditors and the Weare Finance Committe concerning
semi-annual tax collection for Weare. The motion was seconded.
Mr. Herman pointed out that the report of the Auditors appears on
page 115 of the Town Report and on page 118 is the report of the
Finance Committee. The recommendation is that the Town go to
semi-annual tax collection.
Robert Hatfield, Town Auditor, stated that the Auditors recommend
the semi-annual collection of taxes. They feel this will help the
cash flow of the Town and, as a result, be in the best interest of
the Town and recommend that the Selectmen go ahead and institute
such a program.
William Beaupre, member of the Finance Committee, stated the
Committee agrees with semi-annual tax collection; however, they
did not agree with the changing of the Town's fiscal year.
Lawrence Barringer asked how semi-annual tax collection would be
implemented. Mr. Herman explained that the first bill mailed oct
at some point during the first six months of the year would be
one-half of the tax bill paid the previous year. The second bill
would be mailed at the usual time in the fall which would cover
the second half plus any increase in the tax rate for that year.
Mr. Herman stated that the decision for semi-annual tax collection
lies with the Board of Selectmen. The Selectmen are looking for
an advisory sense from the Town with this vote. He stated that
should the Selectmen decide semi-annual tax collection is the
thing for Weare to do, they would have to give the taxpayers one
year's notice of this change.
A division vote was taken on Article 32. The result of the vote:
Yes - 87 No - 21
The vote was affirmative.
ARTICLE 33. To see if the Town will vote to establish a five mem-
ber Weare Economic Development Authority, to be appointed by the
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Selectmen, whose task will be to encourage the economic develop-
ment of Weare. Members of the Authority shall be appointed to
staggered three-year terms. Of the five members, one shall be a
representative of the Weare Chamber of Commerce, one shall be a
member of the Planning Board, one shall be a Selectman, and two
shall be from the general public.
Harold 0. Hall
was seconded.
movd the article be accepted as read. The motion
Mr. Hall stated that the Selectmen feel the Town of Weare cannot
survive forever as a bedroom community. They feel it is time to
have a committee to try to get some business to come into town and
help on the tax base.
Martha Knox moved to amend Article 33 by substituting the words
"Town Moderator" for the word "Selectmen" so that the Committee
would be appointed by the Moderator rather than the Selectmen.
The motion was seconded.
The vote on the amendment was affirmative.
Jon Osborne moved to table
Town Meeting or next year's
present a set of guidelines
seconded .
this article until either a Special
Town Meeting when the Selectmen can
for the Committee. The motion was
The Moderator stated that it takes a two-thirds vote to table and
the motion is not debatable. If the motion to table passes, the
item will not be considered again at this Town Meeting and it will
be considered at next Town Meeting only if somebody brings it up
on a Warrant article.
The Moderator then corrected his previous statement. It takes a
majority vote to table.
The vote to table Article 33 was negative.
Forrest Esenwine moved to amend Article 33 as follows: "To see if
the Town will vote to establish a five member Weare Economic
Development Authority to be appointed by the Moderator whose task
will be to develop plans to encourage the economic development of
Weare, plans of which may be reported to next year's annual meet-
ing." The rest of the article to remain the same.
The motion was seconded and the vote to amend was affirmative.
Sandra Rigazio moved to amend Article 33 by adding the words "and
controlled growth" after the word "development".
The motion was seconded. The vote on the amendment was negative.
The vote on the article as amended was affirmative.
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ARTICLE 34. To see if the Town will receive the Report of the
Police Department Study Committee, or to take any other action in
rel at i on thereto .
Stet Hunt
seconded .
moved to adopt the article as printed. The motion was
The Selectmen were asked what accepting this report entailed. Mr.
Herman stated that by accepting this report the Meeting would be
giving the Board of Selectmen and the current Police Department a
direction in which to come back with recommendations to next
year's Town Meeting.
The vote on Article 34 was affirmative.
The Moderator stated that the Supervisors of the Checklist session
which was scheduled for this afternoon has been postponed until
Tuesday, March 18 from 4 to 6 p.m. at the Weare Town office build-
i ng .
ARTICLE 35. To see if the Town will vote to
of Administrative Assistant to the Selectmen.
abolish the position
(By Petition)
The Moderator stated that, although this article was brought up by
petition, it is entitled to the same consideration as any other
article. He also stated that this article deals only with the
issue of abolishing or retaining the position of Administrative
Assi stant .
Martha Knox moved that we abolish the position of Administrative
Assistant to the Selectmen, by whatever title it may now be known,
as established by Article 59 of the March 8, 1983 Town Meeting and
direct the Town Moderator to appoint an independent committee of
five people to study the Town of Weare's Administrative needs.
This study committee shall present its proposal in the form of a
warrant article for consideration at the March, 1987 Town Meeting.
The motion was seconded.
Mrs. Knox stated that the persons who signed the petition felt
that the process by which we originally determined the need for,
and the hiring of, an Administrative Assistant to the Selectmen
was flawed. We are concerned that the present structure does not
adequately meet the administrative needs of the Town. We are not
denying the need of some administrative assistance, but feel an
in-depth study of exactly what our administrative needs are is
necessary .
The Moderator stated a properly prepared petition has been given
him requesting the vote on this article be taken by secret ballot.
A lengthy discussion ensued regarding the pros and cons of
abolishing this position. Forrest Esenwine proposed that if a
study is to be made, we should spend some money and get a profes-
sional firm in to make a proper study.
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Dick Ludders asked it Mrs. Knox would entertain an amendment to
her motion to state that we keep the position for one year while
it is being studied.
Mrs. Knox stated she would like
accepting such an amendment.
to hear more discussion before
Darrell Lockwood requested the Selectmen describe to the Meeting
the type of work done by the Administrative Assistant. Mr. Herman
listed the different aspects of this position.
William Sears moved to postpone further discussion on this motion
until the next specially called Town Meeting during which time the
Selectmen should prepare a job description to be given to people
and that the petitioners should prepare a like document so we will
be aware of what their grievances are, not with respect to
personalities but rather the position.
The motion was seconded.
A motion was made and seconded to stop
postpone. The vote was affirmative.
debate on the motion to
The Moderator stated that the special Town Meeting which will be
held in May is held by permission of the Court. All of the arti-
cles which appear on that warrant have to be approved by the
Court. The Selectmen have indicated that, if the motion to post-
pone is passed, they will attempt to have that warrant article in-
cluded in the warrant for the special Town Meeting, but they can-
not guarantee that the Court will accept that.
Mr. Sears withdrew
the withdrawal .
his motion to postpone. His second agreed to
William Herman moved to amend the motion by deleting the words,
"abolish the position of Administrative Assistant to the Selectmen
as established by Article 59 of the March 8, 1983 Town Meeting"
and begin the motion with the words "To direct the Town Moderator
to appoint a committee of 5 people to study" etc.
The motion was seconded.
Gordon Brown stated he would like to see the article dismissed and
perhaps brought up next year and see if the Selectmen this year
can straighten out the problems in the Town office.
Mr. Brown moved to dismiss the article. The motion was seconded.
Ray Rogers moved the
vote af f i rmati ve
.
question. The motion was seconded and the
The vote to dismiss Article 35 was affirmative.
ARTICLE 36. To see if the voters will amend the "Town of Weare
Gravel Ordinance by deleting Paragraph "2" of Section 3. A", and
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substituting in lieu thereof the following new Paragraph 2:
(The Selectmen shall not grant a permit) . . .
"2. For any excavation to occur within (measured horizontal-
ly) (a) (i) One Hundred (100) feet of the boundary or (ii)
Five Hundred (500) feet of the residence of any disapproving
abutter; or (b) (i) within Ten (10) feet of the boundary or
(ii) One Hundred (100) feet of the residence dwelling of any
approving abutter (in all cases there must be a maximum of 1
foot to 1-1/2 feet slope towards abutters line) unless
reasonable further approval is requested by said abutters."
(By Petition)
The Moderator read the proposed new Paragraph 2 as follows:
(The Selectmen shall not grant a permit) . . .
"2. For any excavation to occur within (measured horizontal-
ly) (a) (i) One Hundred (100) feet the of boundary or (ii)
Five Hundred (500) feet of the residence of any disapproving
abutter; or (b) (i) within Ten (10) feet of the boundary or
(ii) One Hundred (100) feet of the residence dwelling of any
approving abutter (in all cases there must be a minimum of 1
foot to 1-1/2 feet slope towards abutters line) unless
reasonable further approval is requested by said abutters."
Robert Fryer moved the article as read. The motion was seconded.
Mr. Fryer stated the present ordinance allows excavation to occur
within 50 feet of the boundary of any person's land, even though
they may object to it. Most of us feel the boundary of our land
isn't as important to our use and quiet enjoyment as is that part
of the land that we actually use -- our residences and the area
immediately surrounding it. The purpose of this amendment is to
create a buffer zone to protect against the dust and the noise
floating across the boundary line onto the part of the land you
use to protect your well and to protect run-off and erosion which
might occur and from surface water run-off changed or channeled by
such excavation. Mr. Fryer stated he and the other 50 petitioners
who signed the petition maintain this is a reasonable health and
safety provision.
William Boisvert stated that last year the gravel operators and
the Selectmen got together and, after lengthy discussion and a lot
of research, agreed -- not unanimously -- but by majority vote,
that we could live and abide by the new ordinance which was
adopted by the Town of Weare last year. Mr. Boisvert stated that,
so far, we haven't even given that ordinance a chance to work.
He also stated the figures given in the proposed amendment to the
gravel ordinance are completely unrealistic and feels there is no
way the gravel operators can live with those figures.
William Herman moved to dismiss. The motion was seconded
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Wi 1 > i am Beaupre and William Sears both spoke in opposition to dis-
missal and voiced their hope that the article would be voted on.
Forrest Esenwine also stated his support of voting on the article
rather than dismissal.
Jeff Brown and Bill Boisvert spoke in favor of dismissal of the
arti cl e.
Barbara Russell moved the question. The motion was seconded and
the vote affirmative.
A secret ballot was requested on the dismissal of Article 36. The
result of the vote:
Yes - 56 No - 58
The motion to dismiss failed.
Discussion continued on Article 36, both pro and con.
Kirk Leoni moved to amend the article to read, "This provision
would not apply to any excavation in operation prior to March 15,
1986.
The motion was seconded.
A motion was made and seconded to move the question. The vote was
af f i rmati ve
.
The vote on the amendment was affirmative.
After further discussion, a motion was made to move the question.
The motion was seconded and the vote affirmative.
A secret ballot was taken on Article 36 as amended. The result of
that vote:
Yes - 61 No - 58
The vote on Article 36, as amended, was affirmative.
ARTICLE 37. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board
of Selectmen to deed to Glendon Jonson certain property off Old
Fern Price Road, so called, known as Lot #10 in the Huskie
Subdivision located in Southwest Weare as recorded at the
Hillsboro County Registry of Deeds as plan #6118 formerly owned by
him and acquired by the Town by Tax Collectors Deed dated October
11, 1980 and recorded at the Hillsboro County Registry of Deeds at
Volume 2798, Page 172, but only after payment to the Town of all
unpaid taxes, plus interest and/or penalty on same, legal fees,
and upon payment of any other cost incurred by the Town in convey-
ing the property. (By Petition)
Dick Ludders moved Article 37 be accepted as written. The motion
was seconded .
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Mr. Ludders withdrew his motion on Article 37.
Forrest Esenwine moved to dismiss Article 37. The motion was
seconded and the vote affirmative. The article was dismissed.
ARTICLE 38. To see if the Town will vote to oppose the burial,
storage, tranportat ion and production of high level radioactive
waste in the Town of Weare, NH and State of New Hampshire; and to
call upon Congress to conduct an independent investigation with
full public participation into the feasibility and prudence of the
U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE's) present plan to dispose of
radioactive waste and into the DOE's competence to carry out such
a plan. (By Petition)
Charlotte Bell moved the adoption of the article as read. The
motion was seconded.
William Herman read a letter that the Board of Selectmen sent to
the Department of Energy on February 4, 1986 opposing the disposal
of high level nuclear wastes in New Hampshire.
William Herman then moved to amend the article by deleting the
words "and production" from the article. The motion was seconded.
Paul Knox moved to amend the article by deleting the words "and
into the DOE's competence to carry out such a plan".
Mr. Herman agreed to incorporate Mr. Knox's amendment into his
amendment. The seconder did not object.
The vote on the amendment was affirmative.
The vote on the article as amended was affirmative.
ARTICLE 39. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $16,160.00 to be contributed to an area-wide task force
to oppose the burial, storage, transportation, and production of
high level radioactive waste in the Town of Weare and State of New
Hampshire; and to call upon Congress to conduct an independent
investigation with full public participation into the feasibility
and prudence of the U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE's) present
plan to dispose of radioactive waste and into the DOE's competence
to carry out such a plan. (By Petition)
Donald Rogers moved to dismiss
seconded and the vote affirmative.
Article 39. The motion was
ARTICLE 40. To transact any other business which may legally come
before this meeting.
Gordon Tiffany moved to adjourn with appreciation to the Moderator
and Selectman William Herman for guiding us through the Meeting




The Moderator stated the Meeting is to be congratulated for not
letting the debate drop to an unspeakably low level. It was a
relatively high level debate. This year there were no felicitous
phrases and so the annual Moderator's award will go ungiven this
year .
William Herman stated that based on running calculations of the
articles that have passed, we would anticipate the Town's share of
the tax rate to increase by $2.08 this year.
The Meeting adjourned at 6:50 p.m. After the adjournment, the
following officers were given the oath of office by the Moderator:
Gordon C. Brown, Selectman; Sheila Bourbeau, Overseer of Public
Welfare; Wilfred Foote, Sr., Road Agent; and Beverly Herman, Town
Clerk. The Moderator, Neal Kurk, was given the oath of office by
the Town CI erk .
The following officers were given the oath of office by the Town
Clerk during the week following the Town Meeting: Marilyn
Perkins, Auditor; Donald E. Thomson, Treasurer; Lawrence Damour,
Board of Fire Wards; Robert Richards, Trustee of Cemeteries;





RECORD OF SPECIAL TOWN MEETING
September 9, 1986
The Special Town Meeting was called to order by the Moderator,
Neal M. Kurk. Harold 0. Hall, Selectman, led the pledge of
allegiance to the flag.
The Moderator read the warrant for the Special Town Meeting.
Harold 0. Hall moved to adjourn the balance of the warrant --
Articles 4 through 7 -- to September 16, 1986 at 7:30 p.m. at the
Weare School Gymnasium. The motion was seconded and the vote
af f i rmat i ve
.
The Selectmen checked the ballot box and declared it to be empty.
The Moderator announced that absentee ballots would be cast at
11:00 a.m. in accordance with the law.
The polls were opened at 10:05 a.m. Neal Kurk then turned the
Meeting over to Terry Knowles, Moderator pro tern.
At 7:10 p.m. the Moderator pro tern declared the polls closed. The
ballots were counted and the result of the vote was announced at
9:55 p.m. by Terry Knowles, Moderator pro tern.
ARTICLE 1. Are you in favor of the adoption of the building code
as proposed by the Planning Board?
Yes - 430 No - 228
ARTICLE 2. Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 72:37 for the ex-
emption for the blind from property tax? This statute
provides that every inhabitant who is legally blind
shall be exempt each year from the property tax on a
residence to the value of $15,000. (By Petition)
Yes - 540 No - 119
ARTICLE 3. Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 72:l-c which
authori ze~ any town or city to elect not to assess,
levy and collect a residence tax?
Yes - 462 No - 181
At 10:00 p.m. the Moderator pro tern, Terry Knowles, declared the
Meeting recessed to Tuesday, September 16, 1986 at 7:30 p.m. in
the Weare School Gymnasium.
The recessed Meeting was called to order by the Moderator, Neal M.
Kurk on Tuesday, September 16, 1986 at 7:40 p.m. in the Weare
School Gymnasium. Harold 0. Hall led the pledge of allegiance to
the f 1 ag .
The Moderator read the results of Articles 1 through 3 which were
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voted on by ballot on September 9, 1986.
The Moderator stated the rules for the conduct of the Meeting
would be Garfield Jones' Parliamentary Procedure at a Glance
interpreted by the Chair.
introduced the town officers and members of the
any objections to hearing
The Mode rator
Planning Board and asked if there were
from Mr. Steven Buckley, Town Counsel, in
questions to be answered by him. There were
Buckley was granted permission to speak
requested .
the event there were
no objections and Mr.
to the Meet i ng i f
The Moderator asked if there were any volunteers willing to serve
on the Finance Committee.
William Herman moved to suspend the rules to take up Article 6 at
this time. The motion was seconded. The Moderator stated a
motion to suspend the rules requires a 2/3 vote. The vote was
af f i rmati ve
.
ARTICLE 6. To see what
question :
action the Town will take on the following
"Shall the town adopt the provisions of RSA 674:24-29
entitled 'Emergency Temporary Zoning and Planning
Ordinance'?" (By Petition)
William Beaupre moved that the town adopt the provisions of RSA
674:24-29 entitled "Emergency Temporary Zoning and Planning
Ordinance". The motion was seconded.
Mr. Beaupre yielded the floor to Thomas Ring. The Moderator
stated Mr. Ring is a resident of the town but not a registered
voter. Therefore, he can only speak to the Meeting with the
consent of the Meeting. There was an objection and Mr. Ring was
not al 1 owed to speak .
Mr. Beaupre stated the article being considered is the result of
united action from folks all over the town of Weare who are
concerned with the growth of Weare unrestrained and without rhyme
or reason. Mr. Beaupre urged the article be accepted.
Terry Knowles, Chairman of the Planning Board, stated the Planning
Board support, in principle, the adoption of a reasonable and
workable zoning ordinance for the town of Weare. The Board
believes in a zoning- plan that would help to promote a more
orderly and reasonable growth in the town. However, the Board
feels that the proposal for emergency interim zoning is not the
appropriate way to accomplish this objective. In particular, the
proposed emergency zoning ordinance would have the effect of
accelerating the already rapid growth of our town. It would
undermine the existing 2 acre minimum lot size and replace it with
a 1 acre minimum. The Board urged that this emergency zoning
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ordinance be defeated. As an alternative, it is the intention of
the Planning Board to work with the citizens of the town to
develop a well-tailored zoning ordinance which fits the specific
needs of this town. The Board feels that this can be done in time
to present it to the voters at the 1987 Town Meeting and it
i ntends to do so .
William Herman stated that the "Board of Selectmen, after careful
consideration, are unanimous in their opinion that the adoption of
emergency interim zoning is not in the best interests of the town.
The Selectmen have reached this conclusion after discussion with
the Southern New Hampshire Planning Commission, the New Hampshire
Municipal Association, Town Counsel and members of the Weare
Planning Board. He stated that the net effect of this controlled
growth that the petitioners have referred to could as much as
double and would undermine existing regulations which have been
consistently voiced and supported by Town Meetings over the past
12 years. Secondly, the Selectmen are concerned about the impact
of declaring the town a residential-agriculural district. The
Selectmen favor commercial development for the town of Weare. Our
tax base needs commercial development to ease the always rising
tax burden on our residents. Many businesses who have thoughts of
locating in our town are thinking twice about it now due to this
petition .
Mr. Herman stated that the petitioners also made a very specific
request to the Board of Selectmen if this interim measure is
passed. That request is as follows: "We ask further that upon
the passage of an emergency ordinance, the Board of Selectmen, as
approved by law, invoke a moratorium on all commercial and/or
industrial subdivisions or development in the town of Weare until
such time as a Master Plan and Zoning Ordinance can be adopted by
the town of Weare." Although we are not voting on this specific
request tonight, any one who signed this petition believing this
would happen was mistaken. The town cannot invoke a moratorium on
any kind of construction, whether it be commercial or residential.
The Selectmen and the Planning Board unanimously ask that you
defeat this issue tonight and then pass the mandate on to the
Planning Board to come up with a specific plan for Weare for the
annual Town Meeting in March of next year.
Mr. Herman stated that there is some concern due to the fact that
town officials have taken such a stand and assured the Meeting
that, if the voters feel this is a necessary thing and pass this
issue tonight, all elected and appointed officials of this town
will do everything within their power to enforce the decision of
the people of Weare.
John Palmer stated he was speaking not only as a voter of the town
but as Secretary of the Weare Chamber of Commerce. He stated that
a poll had been taken recently of the members of the Chamber of
Commerce as well as the Board of Directors. The result of the
members reached, 14 were in favor of some form of zoning with the
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general consensus being they would like it coming from the
Planning Board. Two members were undecided. One member was in
favor of this article. Of the 5 Board of Directors, 4 are against
this measure and 1 is undecided. Mr. Palmer stated he felt it is
safe to assume the Chamber of Commerce is against this article.
Kirk Leoni asked that Town Counsel render an opinion regarding the
1 acre vs 2 acre override.
Mr. Buckley, after answering several questions from the floor,
stated that if this is adopted tonight, one acre minimum applies
and that supercedes the Planning Board's regulations.
John Knox moved the question,
vote was affirmative.
The motion was seconded and the
The polls opened at 8:45 p .m
The polls-were closed at 10
result of the vote was:
and remai ned open
45 and the ballots
for two hours,
counted . The
Yes - 52 No - 185
The vote was negative. Article 6 failed.
At 9:30 p.m. the Meeting was called back to order.
William Herman moved that this Town Meeting vote to take a sense
of the Meeting vote to direct the Weare Planning Board to come
back to the annual Town Meeting in March, 1987 with a specific
zoning ordinance for the Town of Weare. The motion was seconded.
William Sears asked if we would need a Master Plan prior to that
time. The answer was yes, we would need a Master Plan and it was
stated that the Master Plan will be concluded in November, 1986.
Terry Knowles stated it is the plan of the Planning Board to
appoint a citizens' committee as soon as the Master Plan has been
completed and accepted to draft some zoning ordinances. The
people appointed to this committee to work on these ordinances
will be from different parts of the town and with different
i nterests .
The vote on the sense of the meeting motion was affirmative.
ARTICLE 4. To see if the Town will vote to reconsider the actions
of the March 15, 1986 Town Meeting with regard to
Article 3 3 and the formation of a Weare Economic
Development Authority, or to take any other action in
relation thereto.
John Palmer, Jr. moved that the original Article 33 as submitted
to the* Town Meeting in March, 1986 be reinstituted to replace
Article 33 as it was adopted. The motion was seconded.
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The Moderator read the ordinance as voted at the last Town Meeting
which is currently in effect as follows:
"The Town voted to establish a five-member Weare Economic
Development Authority to be appointed by the Moderator whose task
will be to develop plans to encourage the economic development of
Weare, plans of which may be reported to next year's annual
meeting. Members of the Authority shall be appointed to staggered
three-year terms. Of the five members, one shall be a representa-
tive of the Weare Chamber of Commerce, one shall be a member of
the Planning Board, one shall be a Selectman and two shall be from
the general public."
The Moderator explained that Mr. Palmer's motion would delete the
above and substitute the following:
"To vote to establish a five-member Weare Economic Develoment
Authority to be appointed by the Selectmen whose task will be to
encourage the economic development of Weare. Members of the
Authority shall be appointed to staggered three-year terms. Of
the five members, one shall be a representative of the Weare
Chamber of Commerce, one shall be a member of the Planning Board,
one shall be a Selectman and two shall be from the general
p u b 1 i c .
"
Mr. Palmer spoke to his motion explaining the Weare Chamber of
Commerce feels the town needs to broaden its tax base by
encouraging business in the community and they would be delighted
to serve on a Board which had some authority to encourage that.
Mr. Sears moved to amend the motion by replacing the word
"Selectmen" with the word "Moderator. The motion was seconded.
After discussion, the vote on the amendment was taken. The vote
was negative. Following further discussion, the vote on the
original motion was taken. The vote was negative and the motion
f ai 1 ed .
ARTICLE 5. To see if
ordi nance :
the Town will vote to adopt the following
"No person shall use, consume or possess any alcoholic
beverages or any unlawful drugs upon or within town
properties. Any person violating the terms of this
ordinance shall be guilty of a violation, punishable
by a fine of not more than $100. for each violation."
Gordon C. Brown moved that the Town vote to adopt the ordinance as
follows: No person shall use, consume or possess any alcoholic
beverages or any unlawful drugs upon or within Chase Recreational
Park. Any person violating the terms of this ordinance shall be
guilty of a violation, punishable by a fine of not more than $100.
for each violation.
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The motion was seconded.
William Herman stated this article was put on the warrant at the
request of the Parks and Recreaion Commission because of what they
felt were problems at Chase Park. Also, the present regulation of
the Park is not enforceable because it was not adopted by the
Town. Town Counsel has advised that, to be enforceable, it has to
be an ordinance adopted by the Town as opposed to a regulation.
Mr. Herman moved to amend the article by substituting the word
"offense" for the word "violation". The amendment was agreed to
by both Mr. Brown and the person who seconded his motion.
The vote on the article as amended was affirmative.
ARTICLE 7. To transact any other business which may legally come
before this meeting.
The Moderator stated that the polls are still open and will remain
open until 10:45. After any business under Article 7 is completed
the business portion of this meeting will be terminated and the
Meeting will remain open until such time as the polls are closed,
but no further business will be entertained by t.he Chair.
There was no business to be brought before the Meeting under
Article 7. At 10:25, the Moderator stated that the business
portion of this Meeting is concluded. The Meeting will remain
open solely for the purpose of receiving ballots on Article 6 and





FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1986
DR. -
Uncollected Taxes - Beginning of Fiscal Year : 1986
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
Land Use Change Taxes
Yield Taxes
Sewer Rents
Taxes Committed to Collector :
Property Taxes $2,957,488.54
Resident Taxes 31,980.00
National Bank Stock Taxes -0-








a/c Property Taxes 2,941.52
a/c Resident Taxes 50.00
Interest Collected on Delinquent Property Taxes : . 1,937.75
Costs : 198.00
Penalties Collected on Resident Taxes : 113.00
TOTAL DEBITS S 3 . 074 . 697 , 61


























Remittances to Treasurer During Fiscal Year :
Property Taxes $2,426,712.13
Resident Taxes 26,370.00
National Bank Stock Taxes -0-
Yield Taxes 2,168.19
Sewer Rents -0-
Land Use Change Taxes 51,225.00
Interest Collected During Year 1,937.75
Penalties on Resident Taxes 113.00
Costs 198.00





Land Use Change Tax -0-
Uncollected Taxes - End of Fiscal Year :
(As Per Collector's List)
Property Taxes 532,756.41
Resident Taxes . 4,540.00
Sewer Rents -0-
Yield Taxes 597.91
Land Use Change Taxes 21 ,900.00


























SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1986
- DR. -
- Tax Sales on Account of Levies of :
Previous
1985 1984 Years
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes -
Beginning Fiscal Year $ $ 429.19 $2,907.00
Taxes Sold To Town During
Current Fiscal Year
Subsequent Taxes Paid
Interest Collected After Sale
Redemption Costs
TOTAL DEBITS S l.121.06 S 550.59 S 3.940.01
- CR. -
Remittances to Treasurer During Year :
Redemptions
Interest & Costs After Sale
Abatements During Year
Deeded To Town During Year





$ 507.88 $ 429.19 $2 ,544.39








Sl. 121.06 550.59 5? i?/!°.91
UNREDEEMED TAXES FROM TAX SALES
December 31, 1986
Rogers, Arthur P. & Lisa A.
Streeter, William & Bonnie




































Fi 1 i ng Fees






























































School District - Plowing








Septi c di sposal
Gravel Permits











































$ 205 ,276 .61
$ 6,317 ,669 .20






























































REPORT OF THE TRUST FUNDS
The Board of Trustees of the Weare Trust Funds regrets that
the amounts on individual accounts were not available for this
printing. Anyone interested in the earnings of any account may
have this information after March 1, 1987.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert G. Munro, Chairman
Raymond T. Eaton, Sr.
Jon H i n e s
-69-
AUDITOR'S REPORT FOR 1986
The auditors review of the records and
Town of Weare produced the following:
financial reports of the
The accounts and financial reports of the Trustees of the
Trust Funds were not available and the material presented for
audit was insufficient. Therefore, no opinion as to their
correctnes s i s gi ven .
The Federal Revenue Sharing accounts of the treasurer and
the Selectmen's Office still require adjustments in order to
bring them into balance.
As of the date of this report (February 9, 1987) records of
the general fund had not been completed. We, therefore, offer
no opinion as to the correctness of the general fund balance for
the period ending December 31, 1986.
The Library report should be restated to reflect correct
opening balances, closing of accounts, transfers, and the
interest and bank charges should not be combined.
The other special accounts of the Town of Weare have been
reviewed, and in our opinion, appear to fairly represent the
transactions of the town for the period ending December 31,
1986.
Robert G. Hatfield
Mari 1 yn B . Perki ns
Town of Weare Auditors
TOWN CLERK
This is to certify that we have audited the records of the
Town Clerk, Town of Weare, New Hampshire, and in our opinion,
they present fairly the transactions of said Town Clerk for the
period ending December 31, 1986.
Robert G. Hatfield
Marilyn B . Perki ns
Town of Weare Auditors
TAX COLLECTOR
This is to certify that we have audited the records of the
Tax Collector, Town of Weare, New Hampshire, and in our opinion,
they present fairly the transactions of said Tax Collector for
the period ending December 31, 1986.
Robert G. Hatfield
Marilyn B. Perkins
Town of Weare Auditors
-70-
TOWN OF WEARE
EMPLOYEE WAGES FOR PERIOD ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1986





Bai 1 ey ,
Bail ey
Bai 1 ey ,
Bai 1 ey















Bockus , Davi d
Bodreau, Eugene
Bose , Larry
Bourbeau , Shei 1 a
Brennan , Nancy
Brown, James
Brown , Gordon C .
Bunton, John
Carafa, George Jr.





Chapman , Nei 1 P .
Charpentier, Michelle
Clow, Scott
Col burn , Dana , Jr .
Colletto, Henry A. Jr
Conroy, Keith A.





Day , Bri an Al 1 en
Dearborn , Randal 1
Denoncourt, Steve




Dow, Wi 1 1 i am S
.
Drewery , Fred
Earl y , Ann P
.
Early , John E
.





















































Eaton , Raymond T. Sr









Foote , Wal ter
Foote, Wilfred, Jr.





Gi 1 man , Ji mmy
Gi lman , Susan J .
Gl aude , Kenneth
Graham , Linda
Graham, Sean
Guptil 1 , Keith L.
Hadley, Bruce
Hadl ey , Craig





Wi 1 1 i am G .
Karen
Mark

























L ' Heureux , Vi cki
LaBuda, Carl Jr.





















































Martin , Geral d H. 1
1
Martin, Samatha A.
Maxf i el d , Frances
McDowel 1 , Gregory
McLai n , Charl es
McLeod, Margo C.
McLeod, Robert
Merri 1 1 , Cynthi a
Methot, Leon
Miller, Susan




N i k i a s , Louis
Osborne, Barbara






Perkins, Mari 1 yn
Perry, Morton
Phel ps , Bernard
Phi 1 bri ck , Regi nal d C .





Raymond , Wi 1 1 i am
Reade , Evel yn
Reynolds, Thomas
Rhodenizer, Chester A. Jr
Rhodeni zer , Kathy
Rice, David
Ri chards , Davi d
Ri chards , John











































































































































































Travel & Mil eage
Mi seel 1 aneous







Equi pment Repa i r
Petty Cash
Town Report






Aud i tor ' s Expense
S u p p
1
ies


































































































































Shop Suppl i es
Pri nt i ng
Of f i ce Equi pment
Meeti ngs/Semi nars
Travel & Mileage











































Meeti ngs/ Semi nars
Travel & Mi 1 eage
Advertising/Notice


















Town of Goffstown $1 ,488.15
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Mi seel 1 aneous
Fuel/Vehicles
Vehicle Maintenance




































Travel & Mi 1 eage
Radi o Equi pment
Radio Equipment Repair
Mi seel 1 aneous




Vehi cl e Mai ntenance
Equi pment




General Li abi 1 i ty
Police Package
Auto Pol i cy
Pol ice Suppl ies
Pol i ce Equi pment











































Of f i ce Suppl i es
Shop Suppl i es
Office Equipment
Janitorial Supplies





Lawn Care Equi pment
Mi seel 1 aneous
Law Books/Updates
Ti res
Oxygen/ Cyl i nder
Chain Saw
Fuel /Vehi cl es
Vehi cl e Mai ntenance
Equi pment




Boi 1 er & Machi nery
General Li abi 1 i ty
Auto Pol icy
Fire Dept. Annual Supper











































































































Shop Suppl i es
P ri nt i ng
Of f i ce Equi pment
Janitorial Supplies
Mai ntenance Bl dgs
Fuel Bl dgs .
Radio Equipment Repair
Mi seel 1 aneous
Signs/Guardrails
Ti res








Equi pment Repai r
Boiler & Machinery
General Liability









































































































































Office Suppl i es
Shop Suppl i es
Pri nti ng
Jani tori al Suppl ies





Fuel -Vehi cl es
Vehi cl e Mai ntenance
Diesel Fuel
Equi pment









































Travel & Mi 1 eage
Animal Rescue League

















Travel & Mi 1 eage
Lawn Care Equi pment








































Mi seel 1 aneous
Counsel i ng Serv ice

























Mai ntenance Bl dgs
Rubbi sh
Mi seel 1 aneous
Si gns/Guard rails















































































Short-Term Notes - Interest
Interest/Short Term $851.67




























































Fire Department New/Replacement Equipment
Equipment 5.98
Town Office Word Processing Equipment










Lawn Care Equi pment











Fire Department Communications Equipment
Radio Equipment $193.54
Police Department Radio Equipment
Radio Equipment




















































Publ i c Of f i ci al

































Discounts & Refunds 16,540.69
Abatements 4,809.46











* * * *
CARRYOVERS 1984
Police Department Study $350.00
INTERGOVERNMENTAL TRANSFERS
Treasurer, Hillsboro County-County Tax $ 180,114.00
Treasurer, Weare School District
School Tax 1986 1,181,008.55
Weare Co-operative 86,591.82
Treasurer, Weare School District
School Tax 1987 998,397.20
Total $2,446,111.57
-90-
REPORT OF WEARE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Circulation for 19 87
Gift books and tapes added to collection
Books and tapes purchased







The present population increase in the Town is having a great
impact on the library, making it difficult to provide for
adequate expanded service which is in such demand.
Certain problems have surfaced which the Trustees are trying to
remedy by changing library hours to. conform with the needs of
the Town. By adding a total of 4 hours, the library will be
open on Monday and Thursday from 10 AM to 8 PM, Wednesday from
10 AM to 6 PM, and Saturday from 10 AM to 12 Noon. (The library
is closed on Saturday during the summer months.) Commuters
coming back through Town between 5 PM and 7 PM, as well as
students, will be able to use the library. This is subject to
budget approval .
In conjunction with the change in hours, it would improve
service to employ a page (possibly a high school student) to
allow the regular library personnel to assist patrons with
reference questions during the evening hours and Saturdays. At
present, there is only one person working during these hours.
Two people working together during the evening is safer for the
staff and complies with sensible library work practice.
The building is becoming overcrowded with bookcases, books, and
frequently, with library users. Because of the present inade-
quate space and the future projected population increases, as
noted in the proposed Master Plan, it is mandatory that an add-
ition be built.
Water leakage into the cellar continues to be a problem although
it has been alleviated somewhat with the the repair of the out-
side drain pipe. It has been determined that water running in
around the foundation may be stopped by banking loam against the
building and installing drainage conduits to take the water
away, as well as repairing the downspouts.
We have found that the interest of the library users are shift-
ing. Adults are checking out more non-fiction books than ever
before and the use of the children's books is steadily increas-
ing, with many more students looking for research material.
A set of the 1984 BOCA books and the 1987 National Electrical






























From town trust funds
Interest








































A special thank you is extended to the volunteers and contribu-
tors of books whose dedication and service benefits the Town.
Respecfully submitted,
Bessie Myhr, Librarian
ANIMAL CONTROL OFFICER'S REPORT 1986
The Selectmen appointed an Animal Control Officer in 1981 for
the purpose of picking up stray (unlicensed) dogs. The number
of calls and responses has steadily increased since that time.
During 1986, the Animal Control Officer experienced a substan-
tial increase in calls and dog pickups.
Approximately 265 calls were received by the Officer pertaining
to animal problems: lost and found, complaints, pickups, and
general information. All complaint calls were directed the the
Pol ice Department .
A total of 45 dogs were picked up during 1986 -- 23 were trans-
ported to the Animal Rescue League after attempts to find their
owners proved negative, 3 were transported to animal hospitals
for treatment and then to the Animal Rescue League, 3 were
injured and transported to Russell Animal Hospital, 5 were
deceased, and 11 were retrieved by their owners.
The Animal Control Officer also
service and urges all owners to
conducts a lost and found




REPORT OF BOARD OF FIRE WARDS
The year 1986 brought different problems and circumstances
throughout the year. Each handled on its own, in the normal
course of action taken by the Weare Fire Department and the
Weare Board of Fire Wards.
We replaced brakes on the Ml truck at Central Station. The
tanker truck went in for a complete tuneup and drive train
checkup. New heating oil tanks were installed in Central and
South Weare Stations/ Two new insulated doors were installed
Central Station. The parking lot at Central Station^was also
improved by the joint efforts of the Weare Highway Department
and the Weare Fire Department.
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A unique situation occurred on Route 114 in South Weare, when a
propane truck overturned and burned for 24 hours. The Weare
Fire Department was and is to be commended for their profession-
alism in controlling the blaze. Firefighters from Weare and
surrounding towns in the Mutual Aid Network were on the scene
for 27 hours.
In past years, the Fire Wards have undertaken the task of making
Central Station more energy-efficient. I am pleased to inform
the townspeople that we are noticing a substantial savings in
heating expenses.
Respectfully submitted,
Wi 1 1 i am Boi svert
Chai rman
Board of Fire Wards
REPORT OF THE CEMETERY TRUSTEES
The Cemetery Trustees continued their ongoing effort to restore
the old, abandoned cemeteries which have fallen into disrepair.
With the balance of the Revenue Sharing money, the Trustees were
able to finish restoration of the Sugar Hill and Eaton
Cemeteries; to comletely restore the Benjamin Perkins Cemetery,
the Hadley Cemetery, and the Elijah Gove Cemetery, as well as
paint the fence on the Abigail Corliss Cemetery. In locating
these old cemeteries, the Trustees have been unable to find the
Wells-Currier Cemetery and would appreciate any information that
the citizens of the town may have relative to its location.
In order to facilitate the sale of lots in the Town-owned
cemeteries, the Trustees have purchased numbered lot markers
which will be installed on the corners of the available lots.
This will enable the Trustees to point out the specific lots
that are available and will lessen the chance of errors being
made in the future.
The Cemetery Trustees are asking for an additional appropriation
from the Revenue Sharing Fund for 1987 to continue the restora-
tion project. On the agenda for this year are the repair of
fences at the Johnson, East Weare, and Quaker Cemeteries. By
repairing and/or replacing the fences, these cemeteries will be
restored to a neat and dignified appearance as well as conform-
ing to the requirement of State statutes regarding cemetery
fences and gates .
We welcome community input relative to the care of Weare' s
cemeteries and invite you to attend our meetings, notices of
which are always posted in the Town Office Building.
Respectfully submited,
Robert F. Martin, Chairman
Terry M. Knowles, Secretary
Robert Ri chards
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CONCORD REGIONAL VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION
8 Loudon Road
Concord, New Hampshire 03301
Annual Report of the Town of Weare
The Concord Regional Visiting Nurse Association, Inc. continued
to service Weare for this past year. In the Home Care Program,
service is provided under a physician's plan of treatment to
patients who are essentially homebound with diagnosed illness.
This service is rendered by health professionals (Registered
Nurses, Physical Therapist, Occupational Therapist, Speech
Pathologist, Nutritionist) and paraprof es si onal s ,
(
Homemaker/ Home Health Aides, Home Assistants) according to the
patient's and family's needs. Hospice care is provided to
patients in the last six months of a terminal illness. The
Health Promotion Program has services (child health, family
planning, screening) that are provided to low income/high risk
patients and families in group settings, such as clinic and
screeni ng si tes .
Health Education and Instruction is part of each home visit or
clinic visit.
Anyone in Weare may request service; patient, doctor, health
facility, pastor, friend or neighbor. Patients are also refer-
red by other agencies. All requests are answered, but continu-
ing home care can be provided only with a physician's orders.
A call to the Concord Regional Visting Nurse Association
(224-4093) between the hours of 8 AM and 7 PM
is all that is necessary to start services or
Hospice staff are on call (224-4093), 7 PM to
regulations specify a charge is applicable to
are scaled for those unable to pay the charge
no other funding source available. However,
Inc .




i f that person has
for fee scaling,
federal regulations require a financial statement be completed
and a fee appropriate for which the patient will be responsible.
Town monies subsidize those visits that are scaled or for which
no fee is collectible.
This agency is accredited by National League for Nursing and
American Public Health Association Certified for Medicare and
a member agency of Home Care Association of New Hampshire,
United Way of Merrimack County, and National Association for
Home Care.
Visits made during the year beginning October 1, 1985 to
September 30, 1986 were:









WEARE CONSERVATION COMMISSION REPORT FOR 1986
TOWN FOREST
The Commission is proud to report our Town Forest Management
Program, under the direction of Robert Reeve, has achieved the
levels of criteria necessary to have our forests certified under
the American Forest Institute as a Registered Tree Farm. While
carefully supervised and controlled harvesting programs are
underway, a more ambitious goal, that of managing our Town
Forest resources together with various wildlife management
considerations, has already begun. Registered foresters and
wildlife biologists from the U.S. Soil Conservation Service have
acted as consultants in formulating the concept of creating
additional habitat for wildlife in concert with harvesting
procedures. Inasmuch as this program will entail many manhours
of on-site hand work, this Commission would appreciate any
volunters willing to help (529-7264).
FERRIN POND
As arranged by Commission Member Kathy Fitzmeyer, a series of
erosion control water bars were constructed along Ferrin Pond
access footpath in October. This action was necessary to stop
the damaging erosion which, over years of neglect, had created
deep gullies along the access way. Early in the spring, the
area of construction will be seeded. If abuse of the sensitive
Ferrin Pond area continues, monies for a control entrance gate
will be requested in 1988.
GROWTH AND CONTINUED LAND ABUSE
As development increase, so the number of abuses to sensitive
land increases. Improper erosion control has lead to serious
siltation problems in several areas. An entire forest swamp was
literally bulldozed out of existence and made into a parking
lot. Illegal roadways were built in wetlands. A marsh was
filled with auto tires and manure. The list is exhausting.
While strong laws are written to prevent such abuses, little
enforcement is forthcoming from the State. Effective controls
are needed on the local level and should be instituted through
the Master Planning and Zoning process. Without such controls
our sensitive areas, especially the vaulable wildlife habitat
found along streams and woodland wet places will continue to be
1 ost and poll uted .
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UPSTREAM DOWNSTREAM
Two issues of this publication have been sent to town residents.
This is an effort by the Weare Conservation Commission to inform
the people of a broad range of matters of general importance.
While it is the desire of the Commission to publish one issue
per month, budget limitations will not permit twelve issues. If
the people find the publication useful and interesting, funds to
publish more frequently may be requested at the 1988 Town
M e e t i n g .
PROTECTING LAND
Setting aside land for habitat protection and public use is an
act to be applauded. In Weare, not surprisingly, we have such
landowners and developers. This Commission is most pleased to
report that our work with a few of these environmentally con-
scious landowners has resulted in open space gifts of land or
conservation easements deeded to the Town of Weare. Such acts
protect wildlife habitat and make designated areas available for
public use in perpetuity.
Valuable wetland along Route 77 east; land bordering New Road
and Thorndyke Brook; marsh property including a heron rookery
along Buxton Brook - these sensitive lands are now under
management of this Commission. Additional lands and easements
are currently being processed. This Commission can assist any
landowner wishing to protect property. Indeed, the Town is
indebted to those foresighted individuals who have made their
land available for al 1 .
Respectful ly submitted ,
Gordon Russell, Chairman
Forrest Esenwi ne
Kathl een Fi t zmeyer
Craig Knowl es
Robert Reeve
Al i ci a Walker
Harol d Hall, Ex-Off i ci o
REPORT OF TOWN FOREST ACCOUNT EXPENDITURES
Forestry Consulting Expense
Newsletter mailing








FIRE DEPARTMENT REPORT FOR 1986
During the year of 1986, the "Red Network" received 790 calls
These are broken down into the following categories:
Rescue calls











Fal se Al arms
Fire Drills
Oven Fi re


















These calls are on "Red Network" only. They do not reflect
calls made by radio, police phone, town phone, or other towns.
EQU IPMENT : This past year, the Weare Fire Department added the
following items to its equipment:
8 sets of protective clothing
300 feet of 1 3/4-inch fire hose
2 1 3/4-inch fire nozzles
10 clip-on head helmet lights
4 spanner wrench kits
1 set wheat 1 i ght s
8 pairs f i re- f
i
ghters gloves
1 Siamese Y for M4
In addition, there were numerous smaller items of new equipment
purchased through the Mutual Aid Bid List which saved the Town
money .








Complete tune up and complete brake job
Engine tune up with all new ejectors
New battery
New battery
Thanks to Manchester Mack 75K1
chrome bumpers and lug caps.
is now we a ri ng
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Twice a year at inspection time, all vehicles are taken to
Goffstown Truck Center for a thorough inspection, including
grease jobs, oil change, and a complete checkup of all working
parts. All pumps were serviced by Wilbur Perkins in December.
(Mr. Perkins is a professional pump service man.)
INSPECTION : As usual, all Town buildings were inspected by a
State Fire Inspector from the State Fire Marshall's Office. All
difficulties were noted and are in the process of being updated.
SUPPORT : The Fire Department would like to thank the Fire
Auxiliary for its continuing support, the American Legion for
their help, the Highway Department for their continued help and
the Police Department for their assistance at fines. We would
also like to thank the "Red Network" workers, and local
merchants for their donations and time allowed for employees.
Last, but not least, we would like to thank the Town Officials
and their staff and the townspeople for their continued support
in making the Weare Fire Department a department they can be
proud of
.
To start the year, we had a very explosive situation, when a
1700-gallon propane gas truck tipped over and ignited causing 2 4
hours of pumping approximately 2 million gallons of water to
keep the tank cool. After 24 hours, the fire went out with
limited damage to the property in the area. The people who were
evacuated were able to return to their home at that time. Any
and all injuries were a result of the initial accident, no one
was injured as a result of the length of the fire. Many area,
towns, all local and state agencies, town merchants and towns-
people all gave generous support and donations to our firemen.
And to end our year, we were called out on a large barn fire at
the old Roscoe Dearborn farm, now owned by Mr. and Mrs.
Richardson. Thanks to the quick response of the Mutual Aid
towns", we might have lost everything, but they were able to save
the house .
We also had a fire this year where if there hadn't been smoke
detectors installed in this house, there could have been a
chance that the four people residing in the house wouldn't be
here to read this report today. Please install smoke detectors
and keep them in working condition so you will be as lucky as
these people were. Also, you should have a primary and
secondary plan for exit in case of fire. Second stories should
be equipped with a flexible chain for easy emergency exit. Your
knowledge of fire protection makes our job of protecting you and
your family that much easier.
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At last year's Town Meeting, it was requested that the Chief
look into the possibility of a joint venture with Deering for
the operation of the Lakeview Station. After speaking with the
Town of Deering, it has been decided that they are not
interested at this time.
Respectfully submitted,
Chester Rhodenizer, Chief
REPORT OF THE FOREST FIRE WARDEN
AND
STATE FOREST RANGER
Between July 1985 and June 1986, we experienced fewer fires than
normal. The two leading cause of forest fires were again
children and fires kindled without written permission of a
Forest Fire Warden. Both causes are preventable, but only with
you r hel p .
Please help out town and state forest fire officials with forest
fire prevention. Contact your Forest Fire Warden for more
i nf ormati on
.
Enforcement of a state timber harvest regulation is the respons-
ibility of State Forestry officials. Our state has excellent
timber harvest regulations; however, your assistance is needed.
If you know of a logging operation and suspect a state timber
harvest law may be violated, call your Forest Fire Warden.
If you own land, you became responsible for the timber tax pay-
ment starting April 1, 1986. This is a change in the Timber Tax
Law that will impact all forest landowners. Contact your Board
of Selectmen for timber tax forms.













Each spring, the State Forestry Department puts on a District
Training Seminar. This spring, the Warden and five Deputy
Wardens attended the seminar that was held in Washington, NH
.
Classes were on the following subjects:
1. Basic forest fire fighting,
2 . estimating area,
3. pumps and hose - update on the newest,
4. care and maintenance of hand tools and other equipment,
5. new techniques and equipment including protective
clothing.
Town forest fires are put into two categories. First, non-permit
fires for which the property owner pays for all supression costs
to include labor and equipment. Second, all other fires for
which the Town and State each pay half.
Forest fires in the town were:
Non-Permi t All Others












HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT REPORT 1986
1986 was a trying year; keeping steady employees for the land-
fill area was impossible. Noting that items are to be separated
and placed in special areas has put some strain on the attendent
as well as on some dumpers' tempers. Highway Department employ-
ees filled in constantly to try to keep this dump open and up to
State standards.
At the request of the Selectmen, odd jobs were done around Town
buildings, Chase Park, and with the voting booths.
We tried to keep the Town roads maintained at all times; pot
holes are a constant problem. Equipment repairs and time is a
constant problem.
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( Rockl and Road )
S.A.C. River Road
Completely resurfaced, tarred;
Resurfaced over 1 mile, to
continue;
Replace large stone culvert to
cont i nue Col by Road
;
Excavated, widened road, ditches,
gravel, plan to tar late Spring
1987;
1/2 mile from Chuck Street to
bridge was completely reconstruc-
ted, guard rails put in, and
resurfaced .
On the majority of the roads, trees are
and have to be topped
several companies for
As we continue on the
that trees be removed
in our budget.
mixed with power lines
or removed by experts. We have contacted
prices and early availability to start.
five-year program, it is a must this year
in order to widen the roads; this cost is
Additional road work will be done on the hill on Shady Hill Road
to correct water damage to the road. The bridge on Cram Road is
very narrow and dangerous and will have to be replaced with a
culvert and widened. No other major roads are budgeted. We
plan to do regular upkeep on the balance of the Town Roads.
Change in 1987 Budget: Notice it is under Town Maintenance,
which consists of general expenses and bridge fund. We no long-
er raise the HBGA fund, as it is put into the General Fund to
defray costs of the Highway Department ($91,000 this year, in-
cluded in the budget figure).
Equipment Requests: We have two trucks which should be replaced
as they are not dependable. This year, we have requested a used
truck and a new loader for the Town, as it does not own its own.
The Town charges a fee for grader rental or sanding on Class VI
or private roads. This is done only after the Town roads have
been serviced. People who call in are billed.
Hoping that 1987 will be a sucessful year, and will be, only
with your support. As in the past, the Department has apprecia-
ted your support and will continue to work for the Public.
Respectfully submitted,

























































Long narrow hill, GRV
Continue program, GRV
Narrow gravel
Wooded , narrow GRV
Conti nued program
Narrow , 1 edge , rough
Continued program, GRV
Conti nued prog ram , T
Continued program, GRV
Continued program
Cont i n ued prog ram
Continued program
Wooded , narrow , GRV
















Conti nued prog ram
Continued from 1987
ES, W, EX, GRV
W, GRV
EX, W, GRV
C, EX, W, GRV




























correct surface , T
T compltd sect ion
RS
RS for compl eti on
GRV, possibly T
C, EX, W, GRV
DR, B, EX, GRV
Continue UG, GRV
















W , c ross rd , C , EX
DR, C, EX, W, GRV
Finish UG, GRV












UPPER CRANEY HILL Narrow sections, GRV









fin. UG, comp GRV
Repair & RS
fin UG, GRV, T sec
C, EX, DR , W , etc
.
Fin GRV, T?
C, W, EX, GRV
DR, C, EX, W, GRV
Start program for
repair & RS in sec
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REPORT OF THE OVERSEER OF PUBLIC WELFARE
During 1986, the Town of Weare provided assistance to approxi-
mately 30 families who suffered from a lack of the wherewithal
to meet their basic needs to maintain a quality of life. This
represents less than one percent of our Town's population.
The assistance provided by the Town was for food, household
necessities, fuel, rent, electricity, medical emergencies, and
other similar items. Also, the contributions to the Elderly
Nutrition Program, Nursing Home care, and services provided by
the Contoocook Valley Counseling Service. This type of assist-
ance cost the Town $25,512.54 in 1986.
Public Assistance provided by local communities is often
referred to as General Assistance or Aid to Town Poor. Our
Federal , State, and County governments have programs in place to
fill the needs of these citizens, but the mechanisms of their
systems leaves a time gap which necessitates, by law, Town
rel i ef to fill the gap .
In early December, the elected Overseer of Public Welfare,
Sheila Bourbeau, found she could no longer continue to serve in
this position. Her letter of resignation spoke well of the Town
of Weare , as foil ows
:
"It saddens me to leave the Town but leave I must. Family
emergencies compel me to give up the duty of Overseer of
Public Welfare which the people of Weare kindly gave me.
"It has been a joyous duty which allowed me to see the
helpfulness of a neighborly community. As my first good
neighbor, Mrs. Edith Turner told me: We have to help each
other ' .
"During my terms of office, I have always remembered these
words and thanked her for them.
"I thank you for your cooperation of my responsibilities and
your helpfulness and that of all the Town workers who, in
ways large and small, cooperated daily in serving the people
of the fine community of Weare."
The Selectmen appointed myself to fill the unexpired term as
Overseer of Public Welfare due to my previous work experience
with the NH Division of Human Services (formerly Division of
Welfare). A new Overseer will be elected in March, 1987.
Respectful ly submitted ,
Wi 1 1 i am G. Herman
Overseer of Public Welfare
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PARKS AND RECREATION COMMISSION
1986 ANNUAL REPORT
Chase Park income was less than anticipated for the 1986 season
due to the poor weather experienced this summer. In spite of
that, however, approximately 7,200 people used the park over the
season. There was no vandalism and the conduct of the
population using the park was much improved due to the fact that
alcohol is no longer permitted on park grounds. The big news is
that the restroom facilities are now completed and there were
many comments on how much that was appreciated. All in all, the
season was considered successful.
At the ball field, a new fence for safety was installed as well
as some new signs. Work is to be continued on improving the
field in the future.
We did some minor repairs on the tennis courts this past season
and will be resurfacing them in 1987 to preserve this excellent
facility for the Town.
The annual fireworks, which h
every year, will no longer be
Commission budget. This will
warrant by the Town.
, ave been an event much looked for
a part of the Parks and Recreation
be considered on a separate
The Commission has expectations of greater revenue in 1987 if we
have the cooperation of the weather. We feel Chase Park is a
facility that benefits the Town and hope that we can continue to
have it meet the recreational needs of Weare. We have no plans
for any major capital expenditures in the coming year, but
intend to set up a five-year capital improvement plan to be
submitted next year.
Respectfully submitted,
Carole M. Nevins, Chairman





Will i am Dow
Gordon C .- Brown, Ex-Officio
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REPORT OF THE PLANNING BOARD
The year 1986 was a very active and productive period for the
Weare Planning Board. While New Hampshire statute requires that
planning boards meet a minimum of once a month, Weare's Board
met 47 times in 1986. During those meetings, the Board handled
113 subdivision plans, developed the Town's Master Plan with the
assistance of the Southern New Hampshire Planning Commission,
proposed the adoption of the BOCA Building Code, conducted
public hearings, and revised the Town's subdivision regulations.
The increased workload and large number of telephone inquiries
from the general public necessitated the hiring of a part-time
clerk to staff the Planning Board during the day.
In addition, a petition for interim zoning was presented to the
Town by a number of concerned citizens. The Planning Board held
a public hearing in September, and subsequent to that hearing, a
vote was taken at a special Town Meeting which defeated the pro-
posal. The Board asked the assembled voters for a sense of the
meeting on the subject of zoning. The meeting unanimously
directed the Planning Board to develop a comprehensive zoning
ordinance to be presented to the voters at the March, 1987 Town
Meeti ng .
In response .to this directive, the Planning Board appointed a
Zoning Ordinance Committee consisting of fifteen citizens of
various interests representing a cross-section of public opinion
in the Town, including pro-growth and no-growth, commercial, in-
dustrial, residential, agricultural, educational, senior citi-
zens, natives and newcomers. This committee worked for more
than 1900 hours to develop the zoning ordinance which will be
decided by a question placed on the ballot to be voted at the
March, 1987, Town Meeting.
The Planning Board would like to take this opportunity to thank
these individuals for their outstanding effort in developing a
plan which, if adopted, will allow for the orderly development
of the Town of Weare consistent with the Weare Master Plan. The
members of the Zoning Committee are William Boisvert, Chairman;
Jack Dearborn, Vice Chairman; Sandi Ragazio, Secretary; Eldon
Townes, Janet Brown, Joseph Kelley, Paul Knox, Robert McLeod ,
Howard Ineson, Barbara Hibbard, Wilbur Beaupre, Cindy Merrill,
Selectman Member Gordon Brown and Conservation Commission
Members Forrest Esenwine and Kathy Fitzmeyer. We would also
like to thank former Committee Member Robert Munro for his
efforts .
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We look to 1987 as a year for implementing the changes that have
occurred in 1986. We feel these changes are positive and look
forward to continuing our efforts in making recommendations and
decisions that are in the best interest of all the citizens of
the Town of Weare.
Respectfully submitted,
Weare Planning Board
Terry M. Knowles, Chairman
Murray Wigsten, Vice Chairman
William G. Herman, Ex-Officio,
Secretary






SOUTHERN NEW HAMPSHIRE PLANNING COMMISSION
The Southern New Hampshire Planning Commission offers a wide
variety of services, resources and technical assistance to all
towns that are dues-paying members of the Commission. A profes-
sional planning staff, assisted by consultants in certain spe-
cialized fields for which the Commission is unable to employ a
full-time staff, work under the direction of your representa-
tives to the Commisison in developing and carrying out planning
programs that require regional perspective as well as which
pertain to your community.
Local planning assistance requests are normally made by the
Planning Board and/or the Board of Selectmen of your town based
on your local priorities. However, certain general studies,
notifications or acquisition of resources that are deemed essen-
tial for all member municipalities of the Commission are also
conducted with the concurrence of the Commission.
Services that were performed for the Town of Weare during the
past year are as follows:
1. Updated the town base map in the scale of 1" = 1000';
2. Provided the Planning Board with a suggested schedule
for public notices and hearings pertaining to zoning and
building code amendments;
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3. Provided testimonies to the House and Senate committees
of the 1986 session of the General Court on the HB 363,
349, 215, 174, 94 and 48; and SB 109, 117, 119, 215 and
110FN. These bills pertain to planning and zoning
i ssues ;
4. Prepared a report on school children multipliers for the
region, including an analysis of findings for the Town
of W e a r e
;
5. Co-sponsored the Municipal Law Lecture Series, to which
Weare officials were invited;
6. Conducted a workshop on how to prepare a capital
improvement program for any town. The Planning Board
members were invited to participate;
7. Provided assistance in setting up the required public
hearings for the adoption of the Weare Master Plan;
8. Provided comments to the Board of Selectmen on the
possibility of adopting an Emergency Temporary Zoning
and Planning Ordinance; and
9. Provided the Board of Selectmen with suggested Warrant
Articles for obtaining approval of the Town Meeting on
Non-residential Site Plan Review Regulations and the
development of a capital improvement program.
Weare's Representatives to the Commission are:






Execut i ve Di rector
Southern NH Planning Commission
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REPORT OF TOWN OF WEARE
COMPUTER STUDY COMMITTEE
The Weare Computer Study Committee was established under Article
Sixteen of the March, 1986, Town Meeting to study the needs of
the Town regarding computers. The study was conducted
throughout the year by meeting with Town department heads or
their representatives, on-site inspection of the operations of
selected departments, and discussions with employees.
Additional study of existing municipal comupter software and
computers was also undertaken.
The goals of the study committee were to:
Assess the current need (if any) for computer assistance
in each Town department;
Examine the current use of computers in the Selectmen's
and Town Clerk/Tax Collector's office; and
Recommend solutions that are moderate in cost, readily
available, and sufficiently flexible to adapt to the
growth in Weare.
FINDINGS
Of the twenty-three departments reviewed, four were found to
have a significant need for a computer, and one was found to
have a need for a dumb terminal and modem.
The Supervisors of the Checklist, Town Clerk, Tax Collector, and
the Selectmen's office have the greatest need for computer
assistance. These four departments currently have access to two
DecMate II computers.
The computer in the Selectmen's office is used for payroll,
accounts payable and receivable, word processing of various
memoranda and minutes, maintenance of the checklist, and is also
used by other departments which require occasional word
processing and accounting work. This computer is used almost
one hundred percent, and future needs will saturate the machine
in available time and disk storage.
The computer in the Town Clerk/Tax Collector's office is used
for word processing. This computer is not as heavily used as
the machine in the Selectmen's office and is not used for tax
collection because it doesn't have the disk capacity for a
property tax database. Currently, the property tax bills and
blotter books are maintained and printed by Granite State Data
Service of Weare. The institution of semi-annual tax bills will
further add to the burden in the Tax Collector's office that now
requires an excessive amount of manual work, in addition to the
outside billing service.
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In both cases, the software for the machines is expensive and
poorly documented. The software is not available "off the
shelf" in computer stores. The software support is good, but
user manuals would eliminate much of the need for support.
The Town Library should become a subscriber to the New Hampshire
Automated Information System (NHAIS). They do not currently
have a means of accessing this database.
RECOMMENDATIONS
As the Town grows, the workload
Town Clerk/Tax Collector's offi
capacity of the current systems
the installation of a generic M
memory and disk capacity to per
billing, and reporting function
Some of these tax collection fu
outside data service. The Stud
sonnel that these functions sho
software to perform these funct
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If the above equipment is obtained, the Study Committee
recommends moving the computer and printer that is currently in
the Town Clerk/Tax Collector's office into the Selectmen's
office to relieve some of the work congestion there and allow
other Town departments more access.
The Study Committee recommends a dumb terminal and modem to
enable the Library to access the NHAIS. A dedicated phone line
may not be necessary if the materials and reference searches are
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WEARE POLICE DEPARTMENT REPORT - 1986
During 1986, we had one experienced officer leave our ranks,
another announce that he would be leaving to take another job
out-of-state early in 1987, and a third is being placed on the
inactive list. This results in a roster which includes one
officer serving as administrator, one serving as training
officer, two local cruiser-certified officers, two inactive
officers and one auxiliary for back up or special details. With
this type of roster it is very difficult to find or have avail-
able the necesary persons to perform routine or special details.
We are still interested in talking to anyone who is interested
in working in law enforcement and has the time and desire to
attend the required training courses. Firearms qualification by
a certified instructor and training certified by Police
Standards & Training is required.
During 1986, a new Ford cruiser was purchased and equipped.
Most of the installation of the equipment was done by department
personnel in order to save money.
Construction
and al 1 that
work on the office was completed late in the year
remains now is some painting and finish work.
Fingerprinting, and if requested, videotaping of children from
four years of age through grammar school (grade eight) will be
offered either late spring or early fall. Individual requests
will be handled anytime during the year as time permits.
We are again requesting if anyone see suspicious activity to
report this to the Department. If you request, the source of
information we receive from you will remain confidential.
Last, but not least, I would like to thank the members of the
Fire Department and Rescue Squad for their continued assistance
at the scene of accidents and other events where we do not have
sufficient manpower to properly handle the situation.
Respectfully submitted,
D . E . Thomson , Chief
-111-
1986 REPORT OF THE WEARE RESCUE SQUAD
The Rescue Squad answered a total of 148 calls from November 1,
1985 to October 31, 1986. Of these calls, 76 were for medical
emergencies, 36 auto accidents, and 36 for other calls such as
non-transport, mutual aid to and from other towns, and cancelled
cal 1 s .
There were 14 members of the rescue squad as of January 1, 1986.
One has move out of town, 5 have resigned as of August 1, 1986,
and 2 members were on medical leave of absence until November 1,
1986. Due to this drastic drop in personnel, it has become very
difficult to respond in a timely manner. We are asking any
townspeople who would like to take an EMT course to contact the
Captain of Rescue.
A change in leadership did occur August 1, 1986. Cindy Foley
was appointed the new Captain.

















Ci ndy Fol ey , Captai n
* * * *
HEALTH OFFICER'S REPORT - 1986
During the year 1986, visits were made to the following:
1. Inspection of septic systems to determine compliance
with state guidelines for safe operation;
2. determiniation of system existence;
3. inspect day care and foster home care for compliance
with regulation and licensing;
4. inspection of school sanitary facilities;
5. investigation of neighborhood health questions;
6. campground visits to assure health and safety
considerations were in compliance;
7. investigation and closure of private landfills
(dumps ) ; and
8. inspect rental unit due to physician's diagnosis.
Respectfully submitted,
Evelyn Reade, Health Officer
-112-
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE CONCORD REGIONAL
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In the past year, the Cooperative has been working with Signal
Environmental Systems in monitoring and assisting the effort of
permitting for the proposed resource recovery facility in
Concord. The project requires obtaining over 2 5 local, state and
federal permits and approvals. At present, 2 permits are out-
standing and these are expected to be granted in 1987.
In December, 1986, the NH Supreme Court ruled on an appeal by
Public Service of New Hampshire of the project's power rate
filing determined by the Public Utilities Commission. The Court
ruling confirmed the PUC procedures, allowing the resource re-
covery project to proceed.
In 1987, it is anticipated that the permitting will be complet-
ed, the project will be permanently financed, and construction
of the 500-ton-per-day refuse-to-energy facility will be
i ni ti a ted .
• * * *
REPORT OF THE RESOURCE RECOVERY COMMITTEE
Weare is one of twenty-seven towns comprising the cooperative.
The proposed incinerator sched.uled to be on line in early 1989,
is to be sited in Penacook, 21 miles from our current landfill.
TRANSFER STATION : The Town of Weare will require a transfer
station for the central i zed collection of refuse for transporta-
tion to the incinerator. Determining the type of transfer
station has been very difficult. We have considered contracting
the total operation; as well as the feasibility of it being town
owned and operated. Of the contracting alternatives, door to
door pick-up has been excluded at this time, due to the high
cost ( $164 ,000/year ) resulting from Weare's low population
density. The committee is presently studying the cost projec-
tions of the two alternatives.
-113-
Due to the uncertainty of the incinerator start-up date, the
committee is reluctant to commit to a final transfer station
con f i gurat i on .
The committee does recognize a signifiant capital investment is
required to implement either a town-owned or contracted
facility. The capital investment required for Weare to establish
a town-owned facility will be a minimum of $80,000. Therefore,
the committee recommends $40,000 be added to the existing
$46,000 capital reserve fund for the establishment of a transfer
stat i on .
RECYCLI NG : As stated in last year's town report, recycling is
considered economically unfeasible at this time. However, when
we start transporting refuse to the incinerator, we may have to
consider the removal of heavier materials such as glass and
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JOSEPH STONE FUND - REPORT OF THE AGENT FOR 1986
Amoskeag Savings Bank-Investment Savings Certificate
721 shrs Santa Fe So .Paci f
i
cCorp cmn mkt val 12/31/86
400 " Union Pacific Corp
7 " AT&T "
108 " Nynex
Concord Savings Bank-Certi f cate of Deposit
Receipts - 1986















29 Santa Fe Southern Pacific
Dec 31 Amoskeag Bank - Interest
Concord Savings Bank C/D
Payments - 1986:
Fe Southern Pacific Corp.
Paci fie Corp .
Fe Southern Pacific Corp.
Paci fie Corp
.
















Paid to Lucille Waterman, Treasurer
Dec 1
Dec 31 On hand (Amoskeag Savings Interest)
On deposit-Concord Savings Interest












































This is to certify that we have audited the records of the Stone
Fund Agent, Town of Weare, NH, and in our opinion they present
fairly the transactions of said Agent for year ending 12/31/86.
Robert G. Hatfield, Auditor Marilyn B. Perkins, Auditor
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Feb 21 Paid on orders
21 Elizabeth Straw - Rent on Deposited BX
21 Lucille Waterman - Stamped Envelopes
Nov 10 Paid on orders
10 Elizabeth Straw - Post Cards
10 Lucille Waterman - Stamped Envelopes











Jan 1 Balance on hand $1 ,126.77
Respectfully submitted,
Lucille Waterman, Treasurer
This is to certify that we have audited the records of the
Treasurer of the Stone Fund, Town of Weare, New Hampshire, and in
our opinion they present fairly the transactions of said Treasurer
for year ending 12/31/86.
Robert G. Hatfield, Auditor
Marilyn B. Perkins, Auditor
-123-
REPORT TO THE TOWN OF WEARE
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
The Weare Economic Development Committee was established by the
1986 Town Meeting and charged with preparing a plan for the
economic development of Weare.
Committee members were appointed by the Town Moderator: Harold
Hall, Office of the Selectmen; William LeFebvre, Planning Board;
William Johnson and Merrill Shepard, members of the public. The
Weare Chamber of Commerce declined the opportunity to appoint a
representative.
Testimony was reviewed during committee meetings from the
following sources: representatives of the Planning Board and
Selectmen's Office; the Weare Master Plan; the National Associa-
tion of Towns and Townships; Southern New Hampshire Planning
Services. An extensive interview was also conducted with
representatives of the New Hampshire Resources and Economic
Development Department.
Analysis of this data brought the committee to the following
concl usi ons :
A. Weare is not now a candidate for large scale industrial
development for the following reasons: the town lacks a
municipal water system, municipal sewer facilities, quick
access to major transportation arteries, sufficient quanti-
ties of suitable industrial sites, a large employment pool,
and an inventory of industrial buildings for immediate
occupancy .
B. Weare' s servi ce/commerc i al sectors will expand as the popu-
lation expands to support these services.
C. That despite the problems facing industrial development in
Weare, the town should do its utmost to attract new business
because :
1. Local employment opportunities are needed to raise the
living standards of many of our local citizens.
2. Increased tax revenues generated by new business will
help offset the cost of municipal services.
3. Increased tax revenues generated by new business will
help lower property taxes and provide relief, in some
measure, to those living on a fixed income.
-124-
In light of these findings, the committee recommends:
A. a labor survey be undertaken to find the size and job skills
of the town's labor force;




C. that an Economic Development Council be permanently estab-
lished to act as a liaison between potential new businesses
and various town, county and state offices; support
services; land owners; banks; and other interested parties.
The object of such a liaison would be to help both prospec-
tive new employers, and those already established in Weare,
to expand their enterprises in our community.
The Council would also act as a screen, discouraging
inappropriate businesses, and encouraging those companies
offering benefits to the community as a whole.
Respectfully submitted,
Merrill J. Shepard, Chairman
Harol d Hal 1 , Sel ectman
Wi 1 1 i am Johnson
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•jpaA x oo M 0S GM1 J8AO gjssAui
pue squapn^s aqq oq qjoddns pup aiui^ qonui os uoatB aAeq
oq/A s^eequnxoA aqq Axieioedse pup 'rjgeqs 's^ueaed aqq >jueq^
03 b)(]{ pxnoM i 'uie6e aouo *jeaA aqq qbnojqq pa^pioajdde
Ax^ea^D uaaq seq paeoa x ooM°S aq3 pup 301530 s , ^uopuo^uT Jiadns
aqq 'xedT.ouT.Jid x oo M DS Ajequauiaxa -* no 'ssoj uqof
•
j.]fi ' xooqos q5iq aq:j 30 x^diouiJd s^TA 'qjen unf 'JW 'sqaaqoy
paa^ x eaT ou T :i d : sjo^ejqsi uiuipe jno jo uopEjadooo aqj,
• pe^edi ot ^aed squapnqs 6£ 30 x£3 o:l V 'jeaA x 00M os dutuioouo
aqq jog qsxs Aew uo pa^axdiuoo ojom sxeoisAqd oxqaxqqv
'Xooqos ano 30 jno; x Ejau9 & e ^Q paA\oxx°3
1 siiioojsspx 3 apej6 ;sji} pue sseuipeaj jno q6nojqq ..apejied,,
p paAoCua os^e Aoq^ pu-e x oo M 0S uioj:} pue 03 Aqages .suajpxjqo
jno 03 x n 3^xaq a Q o:i pauDisap sujxT3 M^°Q y „J95ueaqs
V s;99w qood„ pue ' u A^e^es sna„ ' suij 1 g aqq pawaiA Aaqq ajaqM
'Ajpjqxx Jno 03 qisiA e ' xooqos eq^ 03 apT-3 sn Q p paAoCua
pue pa^edioi^^pd uaapxxqo x£ *sjapej5 qsjj.:} quasajd aqq
90 s^sanB se x°°M DS Aje^uauiaxa aq^ ^e 5utujoui aiaq^ go q;ied
puads 03 pa^TAui 9J3M sjapej5 qsjiij 5uiuioout xi e 'M303 a"ew uq
~:
•ami} qeq:j qe ape;i& ^saij jog peae^si6ej
9J3« qojqM go 09 'paqedTOT^aed uaapxTqo ££ go xe^ci -
•Suipxine so::;; uaojl sq^ ut pxaq pue uaqjeSjapuTx aoTds pue
z-=z~S Aq csjosuocs sen oiutjo 6utjeaq/uoisiA e 'P-*£ IT^^V uo
•suoissnosTp uiooassexo- Aq:j6uax pue suixxg papnxouT
qoiqM XT^V 30 qquoui aqq 6uianp aauaosaxope uo ue.160.zd
e q^T#% paquasaad osxe aaaM sessep apea6 qqxis pue qqgTg
aqi *sxaAax apej6 aApaadsa: -iiaqq qe pajaAOD cst.9 aaaA
q^Xe9q aAi^B^uaAaad pu= 'assasip x eajau3A ' xouc -T= 'sSnip
*uoi^]j;nu uo s-77; pue =::cc; 'eaie DUTqoeaj, q^x ES r: aqi ui
•sxooqoss^c :no 03 uoiqippe
U T 2I-H sapea6 moj; :i:s::::;; = ; s;uapn^s 9^x '-=sa STqj,
'_:;::;i svj; zscuhuus =-2sIcuu _:;^r = = ~c :-s =-.177; '?:ue;
•99 u 39 _ 299-:; :::.:; _ 7 : :-= =>:s-;: 7 9 ~ u 9 ; '59-7 -9979 5 = 7 7 ax s
~
squapnqs anc ;:: uoi;Dnj;si:: _ccjssex° I enPT ATPu T 6uT}Dnpuoo
'ssftCJd aoAof "SJiii ' 3ST.uaT.6Aq jno q^TM saaquia..: ;; go qquom
aq:j buTanp 6utms XTn3 U T sew mea6oad x e:* usP x enuue q^uaq jlt\q
's-b:-.~~ ap = ^c e:,:^Dadsej ;s paqanpuoo
c = -= a^a.". uoTSsnosTp uiooassexo 3° suiejDoad x enPT ATPu I
•9999.9 sc-tiscr.s 'sapejifi jaddn aqq ut pue 'dut^ouis
ug »s-:::c e q^TM paquasaad a:ia#i squapnqs 'jaqo^oo go qquoui
aq:j &UTjnF 'osxv "meaBojd siqq o^ut ^nd Aaqq uc^ie pue
99:7- 9 r i 7-= ;;. ;uau;; = da: 9J7i s,s; = 5v c; 99 =>;: = •-;; .'U = -
.ir.c '=::s:"s .*;=:u5_975 ;:: _;;: 3u::;s5-.: 99.9 s_ : : = ? ~ : = :
;
;:: :s. : . = zs _?_a;:: zr.z 'uopuasajd jTaqq Butmoxio^
• sp 9 9.".9 92 : 9 :.5_::-:s :.::-::. a::: 5:: ;: _;-_ .-.;:.. :i
972= 3J3A puc uamajTg aaeaM x ej3AOS woag Adages aajg uo >tI E:i
Axainiq 9 paATaoaj = 22919.-5 'aaqo^oo ut ^aaM uopuaAajd ajTg
SuTjnp pa^uasaac seM uoi^uaAajd aaxg uo uieaDoad ^uaxx aDxa UV
*X3Aax apej6 qess -9 auop s; =>. suoTssnosip
.222293971 Aq paMOXX°3 uoT^euooguj x^uoi^TPP6 3 = II 3 ''1 se
9277 peaq uc s-7 7i "^jogga STqq oq auiT^ jTaqq go qonui os 3Ae6
ou/i 3927 = pue sjaa^unjoA aq} ^ueq^ 1 'uTe6v •suoTqeqsaguTaa
229 ErB^c »au go buTaa^^eos e ut pa^xnss:i JeaA aq^
q6noaqq s^oaqo qods panuT^uoo •sqquoui Mag qsjTg aqq 6uT^np
z 9 z 9 9 z z p u = :s::e:e: 9 u 9 x =9 = ^9 _^ ; c 79^:1 -" ';?:; = ".:
qsjTg aqq go qsoui qnoq6noaqq s^oaqo Axjep q^T#% x°°MDS 1° AeP
:=;:: mo uo ue&aq uie6e aouo buiuaajos STSoxnoTpad asuaqui
•jesa aqq qnoq6noauz 9~u9pnqs
pue ggeqs xi p c ^ axqexT BAe apem osx^ aaaM =::?-: aanssaad
poox- *jieaA aqq qnoq6noaqq axqexT BAe aaa#% qojqA sqsaq aujx
'0*1 paAiaooj AqxnoEi Pue squapnqs iz go x e:*o:i V 'Jaquiaqdas
~z -jquoui s-i 5uT-inp )jjom pooxq pue saan^x nD ^aaqs q^TM 6uoxe
suex9 790TsAqd aupnoj peqaxduioo x auuos:iac* eTaaqageo XTV
ee
CZ. (98/CA) 6uuB9H/uoTSiA "[ooqos-a^d
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62 ueiDisAqd looqas Aq pauiuiexy sxidnj
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'paqgTiuqns Axx n 3^ oadsaH
•gjoddns panuTguoo anoA jog noA >jupqg a^
•AgTJOTJid p UTPiuaj spunojD pup s6uTpxinq
30 daa>jdn pup bjpd {l •"[ooqos ja^e pup ajogaq 6uTqTBM puads og
BAPq XTT M sguapngs A-ipguauiaxa qpqg awt^ 3° qunoup aqg azTWTUTW
og uope;aodsuej; go uiagsAs msu p agpaao aM (9 *XT aM sp
g-X sappab jog axqPXT BAE aq jaqopag ye aqj, (5 "sye x e T-3 ^sn P u T
pup 'SOIUIOUOD8 auioq 'a6pn6upx uSxajog 'gap 'oTsniu go spajp
aqg ut saiqiAi^op 6uiuapa"[ aouaiaadxa og AgTungjoddo aq} aAPq
8-9 sapp^o (^ *8-I sappjD og saoTAjas Ajpjqix Agxxpnb apiAoad
a/v\ (£ • goT j^sip-jo-;no pagjodsupjg pup pauoTqTng Axguasajid
sguapngs paddpoxpupq asoqg go auios sp XT 9m sp luagsAs ano
uiq^iM mou spxo jpaA 8-9 auios go spaau aqg gaaiu og suiooasspjo
ucigponpa "[PToads OMg agpajio aM (2 *I : SZ paaoxa ;ou 8-1
sapp^6 ut oiqpj Jiaqopag - guapngs aqj, (I :gpqg ga6pnq pasodojd
j-jaqg ut ouipuaujujoDaj si pjpoa x ooM°S QM3 JPaA gxau sxooqos
Aapquauiaja Jog spjppupgs uinunuT/ui ajjqsduiPH msn go agpgs gaaiu
pup saouaijadxa x euo T^ eon P 8 8Ln aAOJduii og 6uTgduiaggp ui
• Aanguao
STqg go ^ssj aqg jog AgTuniuuioo ano go spaau x euo T3 E::)n P8 9M3
6uT.gaaui jog upjd jagspiu p u5isap og paziup6jo aq htm aaggTunuoo
Apngs v *JPaA gxau uipjoojid x ooMDS 8-1 sappjb aqg jog papaau
aq htm aopds x OOLP s DUTgsTxa aqg go xi e suiaas gT. '21-6 sappj5
go ajngjpdap aqg agTdsaa cSjipaA oi-S gxau aqg jog uinxnoTaano
pajTsap aqg ut gnd og paau aM htm aopds qonui Moq guamxiojua
pagpdTDTgup qgjM *8 q6nojqg c, sappjb jog uoTgpzTUP5jo
pup AqdosoxTqd x oo Mos 9TPPT UJ e buTdoxaAap go ssaooad jpaA
5 og £ p ut AgTunuiiuoo pup ggpgs aqg 6utaxoaut pjPMog 6utaoui ajp
aM guTod sjqg gv *axqeXT eAe Axguasajd saojnosaj pup aopds aqg
u8at6 uipjDoad [PuoTgponpa gsaq aqg apTAO^d og sn moxx^ TTT m 3 eLn
sabupqo iiipj6oau buTUUPXd pup spaau Agj-XTOPg bujgsTxa 6uTApngs
ajp uot gpjgsTUTuipp pup pjpoq x OOLi D S a^PaM 3M.L 'sxooqos q6j.q
aoTunC pup Ajpguauiaxa Jog spjppupgs uinuiTUTui agpgs gaaui gou op
sxooqos ajP9M aqg ' ..gjodan s
, x ec^T ou T J d„ s,jpaA gspx ut pauTxgno
sv 'Aanguao STqg go appoap x eu T3 aM^ o;ui pup 's.08 aM^ 3°
gsaa aqg 'jpaA gxau jog ppaqp saTX gpqM auTiupxa s.gax mon
xe
•aaquiauiaj 03 jpaA p aq paapuT htm
Z.8-986I Pue TT aM Ajga papuodsaa 3Aeq 003 s^uopn^s * quauiuojiT Aua
Xooqos aAi^isod e utp^utpuj 03 sn paMOxx e spq qoiqM apn^i^^e
Aq^x eaM e ^^ 9>1 9^^q pup XT aM pauoT^oung aApq Aaqj, *poo6 Ajba
uaaq spq ggp^s aq} go axpjow aqq xi e - u T--TT E 'SAoqe paqTJOsap
suoi.3T.puoo aqq aqjdsap qpq^ qjodaj 03 peseajd uip 1
cS^Tjouaq o6utjt jaqqo pup ' sApp >jots pa:}Pxnumoop 'snqeis
..aanuaq,, JTeqq 03 uaddpq 03 5uto6 se« 3PqM cpaAoxduiaun auiooaq
Aaqq pxnoM jo x°°M DS M D TM Meu 9in 3 e P 8:i TM aQ A8M :i PT nOM 'jpaA
Xooqos 6utujod aqq ;ia:}gp sn^e^s aTaqq go aansun aja/A saaquiam
A^x nDB 5 x 9A0 I X°°MDS M D TM 9LH 3V *aopds aoTggo pazTsaapun
Apeaax e ue 6uTjeqs 8J9m Ajpqajoas STq pup JoqpjqsTUTiupp 5uTpxxnq
aqj, *saTddns 6uTqoeaq pup s^ooq^xaq go a5p^Joqs p pasnpo
pup saxnpaqos ssaoaj pup qounx q^TM ooAPq pasTPJ quauixx o:iue
paspajouT 'saopds uioojsspxo x EUO T^TPP e a^paao oq japjo ut
spaiqq oaui papTATp spm Ajpjqjx sq3 'uiooj ,saeqopaq ou spm ajaqj,
•suopipuoo papMoao Axaujaa^xa aapun uoiqoung 03 paojog 6u"iaq
8J8M saaqopa^ Ajpquauiaxa 'auTiu go ujiaouoo joCpui p spm axp^oui
ggpqs 'jpaA STq^ sxooqos a^PaM go 5uTuado aqq 03 joua
•ggp^s go
uoT^Tubooaa eApisod q6noaq^ axejouj jaqopaq go quauiaAOJduiT jog
sanDTuqoaq go AqaTJPA p pe^uauiaxduiT spq ay 'sxooqos aq^ UTqqTM
aqpun,[D 5uTuapax 8Ai;isod p Sutut pquTPiu jog saT^T xTqTSuodsaa
jTaqq sjedpuuci aqq 03 pazTSPqduia spq aH *Z.8-986T U T 6I#
flVS -3og auiaqq aq^ sp ajiaqdsoui^p x oOLP s P a T3T^ us PT P UE 9861 s>unf
ut psATJJE 'Aaxuuoo Aq^ouiTj, *^W ' ^uapua^UT jadns M9U jno
•auo pa^apjo pup qqoouis p uot^tsupj^ aqq 5ut>|plu
jog ssaooad p DUTdoxaAap AxaAT^pjadooo ajp saoTggo -[vziubd
q^oq uiojg ggpqs 9at qp^^STUTUipp aq^ pup pjpoa x OOLi D S ajpaM aqi
•ja>(TuuaH go ^no t?2# nvs u] papnxoui aq x T
T
M 8M /.86T 'I ^T nr
5uTqjp^s 'UMO^sggoo ut 6I# flVS o^ pau6issB aq XIT M ^otj^sto
Xooqos ajeaM aq^ 3Pq3 JpaA ^spx aqq osxp st jpaA STqj,
•„xooqos q^TH aJPaM go ©5TI 9 M^ U T Ja^dpqo x eu T3
aqq go saTJOuiam jno a^pajo e« sp ung jog jpaA p pup 6uTuapax
joi jpaA aAi^onpoad p q^oq aq upo z.8-9861 uoT^paadooo jnoA q^TM,,
^ooqpupq quapn^s aqq 03 aopgaad Auj uioag a^onb 1 *axqTssod
jpaA qsaq AjaA aqq sjqq a>|Piu oq ^jogga pa^aaouoo p 6ui>jpui
ajp squapnqs pup 'ggpqs ' uot ^pj^st uiuipp aqx 'Z.861 y Jaquja^das
ut x ooMOS qbTH x euo T DeH >(Jeqs uqof M9U aqq 6uTpua^qp aq
ITT M Zl-b sapp^6 sp xoom^S qbTH 9JP9M ^og jpaA x eu Tg aqq s>jjpuj
jpaA x°°MOS /.8-986I 9MX *'40TjqsTa x°°MOS 9JB9M aq^ oq „^aoday











•qa6pnq 88-Z.86T -* n o g° q^oddns penupuoo jnoA oq pjPMJoq
>|OOX ©M *qa6pnq xooqos £8-9861 eLn paAoaddp pup paqjoddns
oqM eapaM jo saeqoA aqq >jupqq osxe oq saqsTM pjpoe aqi
• saoupqsuino.3TO qxnDiggTp ^©pun
jpaA x ooM° s x n 3 sseoDns p S TM^ £>ut>jpui ut qaoqqa pup uoTqpoTpap
panuTquoo JTaqq joq qqpqs pup sjaqopaq ' uopHj;siuiuipe
aqq oq uopei oaaddp s^t puaqxa oq s>fTT px n o/A pjpoq aqj,
*Z.86I U T Duiuuibaq nVS msu b oquT ajB8M go uot q-tsupjq
aqq pup nVS «9u p go uoTqpuiaoq 'qojpas quapuaquTJiadns aqq
rsanssT nVS uo 6ui>(aoA\ auuq jo x ea P qpa^o p quads paPOQ aqj,
•saqp6 9DU9J pup uiaqsAs uijipxp s^T-3 'sjaqopaxq
y sqq5xx uiAB «9u aqq paoTqou aApq Apuj noA • quauiqseAui
sjaApd xpq aqq qoaqoad pup uoTqponpa jog quauiuojT Aua poo£>
p aqpajo oq x e ^T A S T ^T I ae 3 aM *spunoa6 pup s6uj.pxTnq 8 M^
go uoiqipuoo aqq oq eoupqaoduii qpajB paqopqqp spq pjpoa aqi
•saTOixod Ajput xdTDSi p BuiDJoque ut. qqpqs x ooM0 s
aqaxduioo aqq qo uoiqpdi DTqjpd aqq pazjspqduia pup qonpuoo qo
apoo A^PUTxdTDSTp p qo ouiqppdn pup quauiaAOJiduiT aqq pasaopua
aM •uipj5ojtd ssauajPMP Dnap p qo uoiqpnuiquoo aqq paDpjnooua
aM *spunoa6 x°°MO s uo AoTxod 6ut :>jouis-uou quapnqs p
paqdopp 3M • uoiqpdTOT q^pd oiqaxqqp -Joq spjppupqs AqTXTQT^TI 9
uinuiiu Till aqpqs aqq paqdopp a^ 'xooqos aqq UTqqT/A spjppupqs
OTiiiappop pup ajiput xdT dst p aAOjduiT oq pa^jJOM pjpoq aqi
•anssT STqq ssaappp oq
aaqqTuiuioo Apnqs spaau aopds p jog sjiaaqunxoA joq pasTq^aApp
spq pjpoa aqj, 'uoTqpxndod suMoq jno qo aspajouT aqq
oq anp aopds x euoT^TPP c JLO J ps^u aqq aopq xiT^s TIT M SM 'Z.86T
'jaquiaqdas ut >ppqs uqof ^og aAPax Z\ qBnojqq 6 sappjib uaqM
•squapnqs \\^e aoq uipj6oad OTsnui pup qjp aunq xi n J p sapnxouT
qpqq qaGpnq p pasodojd spq pjpog aqq spjppupqs uinuiTUTUi aqpqs
qopaa oq qjoqqa up ui 'squapnqs 52 paaoxa XTT M ssep ou qpqq
'Z.86I g° II B 3 ^M^ ut 5uTuuj5aq 'AoTxod p paqdopp pjpoe sqi
•spjppupqs uinuiTUTUi aqpqs qaaui
qou pxnoo 'suopipuoo asoqq qo asnpoaq 'qpqq uiaqsAs x°°MO s e
pup suoTqTpuoo papMoao Axauiajqxa qqTM jpaA aqq up6aq utpBp 3m
laodaa aavoa riooHDS yavaM
63
ejosBtA 'uo^soa M9M 'j|jqs uqof
'umo^sjjoq 'uo^jequna 'woo
6T# ^lun





aABq pxnoM paqsi xdwoooe s6uTq:; aqg go Aueui 'uoi^ejadooo pue
eoue^sisst siqg gnoq^TM *sjb8m 30 sugzt^td pup 'pjpog jooqos
'sjiaqoeag 'sjo;bj;stu]ujpb aq^ Aq aiu papiAOJid uot;bjoc1ood
pue aoue^sissp aq} jog uopepaadde Aw ssaadxa og qsiM 1
•sjnooo STSUD
e aaogaq spaau sassajppe Axieoi^euja^sAs qoxqM Sutuupx^ x eDO T
30 adAg aqq 03 guauQiuiuioo e qbnojqq paAXOsaa aq ugo qoiqM
spaau anbiun aAeq 6X# CIVS ut spu^sia aAi^oadsaj aqg 30 qoea
83
•pejapisuoo eq gsnuj geqg sjesodoad spjepue^s
ejTqsauieH ^9N go agegs «eu os[e eje a-iaqj, *sguapnqs go spaau
aqg pue squared go suope^oedxa aqg gaaui 03 apeui 8jb sjaqqo
•spjepueqs saiqsduiBH «sn go agegs buigsixe gaaui og sgduiagge
go gxnsaa e e:ie sa6ueqo 6uiuiuie;i6ojd x euo T^ PDn Ps 9M3 5° auios
• 6uiuiuiej6oad
Xeuoigeonpa ut. sa6ueqo pue uiooq uoigonagsuoo e og
anp uoTqexnciod i"idna paseaaouT apnxouT sjioqoeg aqx *s:ioqDeg
go jaqumu e og enp st saTqTXT-oeg xooM 05 I^uoTgxppe jog paau
aq! • uoigonagsuoo x En 3° e JO saaggTuiuioo 5uT.pxT.nq og 'seipngs
Xeigiui mojg sa5ue.r >(;tOM STqjL *spaau aoeds xooM os °3
paqexaj >{JOm ut paAXOAUT aae 6x# flVS ut sgoiagsia aqg go xiV
•gaX>iooq uoigeuiaogui
queued e pue ..qaDaej, uo PXTMD -^noA si u 'paxqTqua gaxqduied
puij pxfqo Meu e paqsT.xqnd ost.b seq aqs *ggegs aog ^ooqpueja
Xeanpsooad uoigeonpy x B T 08<^S 9M3 go uotsta9j e sgoi^gsia
aaquiaui xi e ^3 paAoadde peq pue paquasaad seq aqs 'pjeoQ
Xooqos moh aqg Aq paqsjxqeqse eeggiuiuioo m8TA9j e go dxaq
aqg qgiM 'spaa^ x e T D8(Jb -^og guapuaguTaadns aqg og guegsissv
og pa6ueqo uaaq seq axgig uoigisod s,AxxT atfiO M^aqezTxa '^d
•STseq Axqguoui e uo sgaaui pue paqsTxqegse uaeq seq sqoTjgsTQ
aqg go qoea uiojg uoigeguesaadea qqTA\ aaggT/uiuioj 5uTgeuT pjooo e
'sgoiJigsiQ x 00MOS Jaquiauj aqg 5uouie suoT/geoTunuiuioD BAOjduii ox
•jeeA aqg aog auiaqq
aqg se paqsTxqeqsa sew siqj, „ • ajaqdsouiqe x°°MO s peAoaduii,,
aqouoad og px 9 M seM buigeaui geqx 'sggegs pue spjeoa xo°M°S
XX^ ^o DUTgaaui x &:iau9D e M^T^ pauado jesa x oo M ds L8-986T aMl
'VZ% flVS paangonagsaji aqg asijduioo 'sgoTjgsia X°°M D S p^eppogs
pue je^iuuaH 'uoguT>[doH aqg M^tm IIT M '6I#nVS go sjaquiam
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